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Luke-Acts: A Fresh Reading 
 

 
Why read this ‘Fresh Reading’? 
 
You’d like to read Luke-Acts. You’re hoping that it might make some kind of sense, that it might 
add something to your appreciation of Jesus and his gospel. You’re hoping it might turn out to 
be a coherent story like the ones you like to read, where each chapter builds on the one before 
and takes you somewhere. You’re hoping Luke will have something to say, something that will 
give shape and meaning to the whole. You’re afraid his Gospel will turn out to be just a 
collection of snapshots from Jesus’ life, more-or-less randomly thrown together. You’re afraid of 
getting bogged down, that the point of every scene will be the same – ‘Jesus is the Son of God’, 
or something of the sort –  and it will feel long and boring. You’re afraid of getting to the end no 
wiser than you began.  
 
You’d like some help. You’ve maybe read commentaries before, and often been disappointed. 
They’ve either offered you a scattering of thoughts about words and phrases, but no sense of 
what the book is about, or how it relates to you – or they’ve given you helpful devotional 
thoughts and applications, but left you unsure if you’ve really connected with what the bible 
writer was wanting to say. You’re not sure whether a commentary is likely to help. 
 
As the angel Gabriel would say, ‘Do not be afraid!’ This is a commentary for anyone who 
wants to know what Luke’s narrative is about. Luke has a very dramatic and skilfully shaped 
story to offer you. And a very definite message he wants to get across. It may not be the one 
you’re expecting! There will be some surprises in store for anyone willing to pay attention to 
Luke’s story. While this commentary will make use of historical background, biblical theology, 
Greek grammar and many other resources for understanding the text, we will try hard not to 
lose sight of the forest for the trees. Our aim throughout will be to listen carefully to Luke’s 
story, and find out what it’s about – because we are convinced that it’s message is one which 
the church today desperately needs to hear. 
 
 

PART 1 – THINGS YOU MIGHT LIKE TO KNOW BEFORE GETTING GOING 
WITH LUKE/ACTS 

 
(I’ve kept this really brief. If it’s not working for you, at least try to read parts vi, viii and x) 
 

i. Author: Who is Luke? 
Ancient church tradition has it that this two-part work was written by the apostle Paul’s friend 
Luke. He is likely ‘the beloved doctor’ Paul mentions in Colossians 4:14. Paul describes this 
Luke as a ‘fellow-worker’ (Philemon 24), which would be a good description of the missionary 
colloboration implied in Acts. Luke was there with Paul at the end in Rome, when others 
abandoned him – and presumably still there at the time of Paul’s execution.  
 
But we are not reliant solely on church tradition as to the author of Luke-Acts. The writer 
reveals a great interest in and knowledge about Paul in his second work, Acts, as we would 
expect from a friend like Luke. During the course of Acts, the narrator (which is not quite the 
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same thing as the author1) subtly identifies himself as a missionary companion of Paul’s. Given 
the carefully historical nature of the writing, it is safe to identify this narrator as the author 
himself.  
 
So then, what we know about the author amounts to this: whatever his name, he is a colleague 
and sometime travelling companion of Paul. He was with Paul on his last, fateful visit to 
Jerusalem, and travelled with the apostle to Rome for his trial. He was quite possibly there with 
Paul at the end. It is not ultimately that important whether this is the ‘beloved Luke’ of Paul’s 
letters. What matters for us is the author’s relationship to Paul. When we use the name ‘Luke’ in 
this commentary, we mean it in the sense of ‘the missionary companion of Paul who has 
traditionally been identified as Dr Luke’. 
 
Appreciating this relationship with Paul is key to interpreting Luke’s agenda in his writings, both 
Luke and Acts. Put simply, at the time of writing, Luke and Paul were, or at least had been, 
thick as thieves. Luke is one of Paul’s trusted lieutenants. In all likelihood his purpose in writing 
is to further the Pauline agenda for the Church which we find expressed in the New Testament 
epistles. It would be surprising if his work did not reflect Paul’s theological and missionary 
preoccupations, even more strange if he differed from Paul substantially in his take on the 
gospel and its impact in the world. In particular, Luke was involved with Paul at the time when 
Jewish accusation and opposition to his Gentile ministry reached a climax with his arrest in 
Jerusalem. Though Luke’s genius is in storytelling not letter-writing, the reader should not be 
surprised if the Jew-Gentile concerns of an epistle such as, say, Romans, find prominent 
expression in his narrative.  
 

ii. Recipient: Who is Theophilus? (nothing much here) 
Nothing is known about the identity of Theophilus, the addressee of both Luke’s volumes. Was 
he a believing patron of Luke? Does the use of his name indicate the intended recipient of the 
work, or is it merely a dedication? Does Theophilus even exist, or is he a literary fiction, a 
symbolic figure named for all who are ‘God-lovers’? It seems likely that Luke intended his work 
to enjoy a much wider readership than the dedication would suggest. It is probably intended for 
publication to the churches. This would preclude a reading which assumes a particular sort of 
recipient. 
 

iii. Date of Writing (nothing much here) 
Nothing definite is known about the date of publication of Luke or Acts, and internal clues are 
not conclusive either. The opening address suggests that it was written after other Gospels were 
published. Here it will be assumed (following the broad scholarly consensus) that Luke-Acts 
was published after, and relies on, Mark, and possibly after Matthew also.  
 
Since Luke is so preoccupied with the city of Jerusalem, the big issue is which side of the city’s 
fall (70 AD) Luke-Acts was written. If you don’t believe in prophetic forecasts, then Jesus’ 
reference to ‘Jerusalem surrounded by armies’ (Luke 21:20) would prove a late date. If you do, 
then it doesn’t prove anything. It is best to make no assumptions about the date, and so avoid a 
reading which relies too heavily on a particular view of the state of Jerusalem at the time of 
writing. 
 

iv. Purpose in Writing: Why Another Gospel? (people go wrong here) 

                                                
1 In literary terms, the author is the real person who wrote the story, while the narrator is a constructed or 
‘implied’ character within the world of the story. Pip is the narrator of Great Expectations, but the author 
is Charles Dickens. Of course the author and narrator can be the same person, as in autobiography. 
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Mark’s Gospel was already published, and possibly Matthew’s. What does Luke hope to add? 
He tells us he is writing to give ‘an orderly account’ that will enable his reader to ‘understand’ 
or discover the ‘certainty’ about Jesus and his mission. Much has been made of this word 
certainty (aÓsfa¿leian), but more important for Luke is the verb that it accompanies: ėpignwˆ◊ß. 
This word ėpiginw/skw (and its briefer version, ginw/skw) is a favourite of Luke’s, especially 
in connection with the apostle Paul. It occurs nine times in the account of Paul’s life. For Luke 
it often implies deep or true understanding which goes beyond appearances to comprehend 
the real significance of a thing. E.g. when Zechariah comes out of the temple mute, the people 
gradually figure out what has happened to him, at which point they ėpe÷gnwsan. 
  
The addition of th\n aÓsfa¿leian (‘the certainty’) to the verb ėpiginw/skw creates an 
important phrase in Luke’s writing. It can be translated as ‘to understand with complete 
certainty or confidence’. The idea is of an understanding that is unshakeable, based on 
overwhelming evidence. Interestingly, ėpiginw/skw th\n aÓsfa¿leian (‘understand certainly’) 
does not occur again in Luke after the prologue (1:4), being held in reserve until the climax of 
Peter’s Pentecost address (Acts 2:36). This integrates Acts tightly with Luke’s Gospel: true and 
certain understanding about Jesus does not become available to the world (or the reader) until 
after Jesus has been crucified and raised, and has poured out the Holy Spirit. The expression 
thereafter occurs only in the account of Paul’s trials, where it occurs several times as his judges 
seek a clear understanding of Paul and all he represents. Its repetition here functions as a 
structural marker which alerts the reader that a critical moment has been reached in the 
narrative. It is here in the trials in particular that Luke’s goal of certain knowledge about Jesus is 
achieved. If we are to understand the gospel of Jesus, we must look at Paul. In this way the trial 
narratives draw us in to take an active part in the investigation. For not only the judges, but we 
the readers must now focus our attention and gain a confident understanding of the Christian 
gospel. The trials, then, become the heart of the matter, the place of most clarity, and the point 
of arrival for Luke’s theological agenda. This gives Luke’s authorial intentions a fifty-chapter 
trajectory – a massive span that calls for sustained attention from the readers! 
 
One use of this purpose-phrase is particularly interesting: the commander who rescues Paul 
from the mob cannot understand with certainty (gnw ◊nai to\ aÓsfale«ß) who Paul is and what 
he’s done, because of the commotion made by the mob abusing him. Luke uses this significant 
phrase to draw attention to the symbolic potential of the scene: it is the story of Paul in 
miniature. Paul lived under a constant storm of Jewish slander; it was always difficult for people 
to understand him and his ministry through all the noise. Perhaps the readers may have found 
themselves in a similar position to the commander, unsure about Paul and his gospel for the 
Gentiles. In the chapters that follow, Luke invites them inside, away from the uproar of the 
mob, to calmly listen as Paul makes his defence, explaining his gospel mission.  
 
This desire to establish his readers in a confident understanding of the true nature of the gospel 
of Jesus, shapes Luke’s theological discourse. In scene after scene the same themes are raised 
and developed, the same points made and reinforced. While the narrative is varied and 
changing, there is a focus and a relentless persistence at the theological level which leaves 
readers in no doubt about how to understand Jesus and his gospel. Luke offers us a rhetorical 
tour-de-force which is ultimately overwhelming. 
 
Why was a fresh Gospel needed? It is often suggested that Theophilus was a recent convert, 
whose faith had perhaps been shaken by opposing arguments, in was in need of strengthening 
by a clear account of Jesus’ story. However, if this were the case, it is hard to see why he could 
not have read Mark. Possibly Luke envisaged readers who did not have access to Mark’s or 
Matthew’s accounts – though if Theophilus was an individual it must have been easier for Luke 
to send him Mark than to write and send an entire fresh Gospel. The reconstruction is 
unconvincing.  
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But given the highly distinctive nature of Luke’s theological and salvation-historical argument, 
he may simply have felt that these other works did not do the job, did not address the issues he 
had seen raised through Paul’s missionary achievements. Though Luke is telling a similar story 
to Mark, the things he wants to say through that story are quite different. And they are things 
Luke believes the Church needs to hear if it is to move forward in step with the Spirit. In short, 
Luke has a lot of value to add to what has been already said through Gospel-writing.  
 
The common view that Luke was attempting a thorough or encyclopaedic account of Jesus’ life 
and ministry, misunderstands his intentions entirely. There is nothing thorough about Luke’s 
account. Much that John has to say about Jesus could not be learned from Luke. He only 
includes details that further his distinctive argument about fulfilment.  
 
 

v. Theological Agenda: Luke’s Big Picture (this will give you a head start) 
Luke signals his theological preoccupation up-front. He offers an account of ‘the things fulfilled 
among us’ (tw ◊n peplhroforhme÷nwn ėn hJmi √n pragma¿twn). Fulfilment is the big idea in 
his Gospel, the central emphasis in his presentation of Jesus of Nazareth. This theme is often 
treated fairly abstractly, as if Jesus were ticking off a checklist of prophecies from Scripture in 
order to prove his status as Messiah. But this is to miss Luke’s interest in the theme: for Luke, 
fulfilment is about the hope of Israel, as articulated in the prophets. His argument concerns the 
fate of the nation of Israel, not merely Jesus’ identity as Messiah. The point of Jesus fulfilling 
Scripture is that he fulfils Israel’s prophetic hope.  
 
This theme of fulfilment is focussed in Jesus’ announcement in the synagogue at Nazareth. 
Having read the Jubilee prophecy of Isaiah 61, Jesus states, ‘today this Scripture is being 
fulfilled in your ears’ (sh/meron peplh/rwtai hJ grafh\ au¢th ėn toi √ß wÓsi«n uJmw ◊n - 4:21). 
Achievement of the prophetic Jubilee for Israel is quickly established as the dominant strand in 
Luke’s fulfilment theme. Highlighting this Isaianic prophecy is one of many ways Luke signals 
the importance of the book of Isaiah for his narrative. Indeed, Luke can be considered as an 
ongoing dialogue with Isaiah throughout. 
 
Just why Luke feels this theme of fulfilment is so important to understanding Jesus, becomes 
apparent when we consider the Pauline connection. Faced with accusations of betraying his 
nation and the religion of his fathers, Paul writes to the Romans a detailed defence of the 
Jewishness of the gospel of Jesus. Jesus in bringing blessing to the nations acts as heir to the 
Abrahamic covenant. Luke is writing from within the same milieu, presumably facing the same 
issues and criticisms. He like Paul is anxious to preserve the Church’s connection with its 
Jewish roots. The Christian Church comprises a scattering of more-or-less indigent Jewish 
communities in Judea and a growing collection of Gentile congregations – a most unimpressive 
prospect! This state of affairs, and in particular the world-missionary dynamic which had 
developed in the Christian movement, must be shown to arise naturally out of the promises of 
Scripture. The Church of Jesus must be seen to represent, not a break with the Scriptural story of 
salvation-history, but rather its final and greatest chapter.  
 
Rather than the Abrahamic covenant featured in Romans, the paradigm Luke chooses to focus 
this argument is that of Yhwh’s visitation to proclaim Jubilee. This is the set of laws in the Torah 
concerned with mercy to the poor, later modulated through the prophets to speak of God’s 
mercy toward exiled Israel. Jesus comes as the Messiah anointed by God to bring eschatological 
Jubilee to the nation. In this way Luke offers his readers an account of fulfilment. 
 

vi. Setting (you need this bit) 
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Setting is a missing element in much scholarly commentary on Luke’s Gospel. Yet it plays such 
an important part in the story, that much of what goes on cannot be understood apart from this 
‘context’. Luke’s story is set in an Israel which has long been enslaved to the Romans. The 
Jewish homeland is split into several provinces, primarily Judea (south) and Galilee (north). 
Judea is ruled over by the Herods, a violent and unstable dynasty from Idumea – not Jewish at 
all – whom the Jews distrust and even hate. Roman taxes and poor harvests keep the common 
people in poverty. Life is bleak for the average Jewish family. Exploitation of the weak by the 
strong is rife. Those in authority routinely abuse their power, and the poor have little recourse 
to justice. Society is strongly divided into camps: the untouchables (‘sinners’) include 
prostitutes, tax collectors, lepers, probably shepherds. The tag ‘sinners’, while not a precise 
term, is used generically to refer to the class of people barred from the religious life of Israel. 
They are considered to be under God’s judgment. The Pharisees are a super-zealous law-
keeping sect who hold significant influence over the populace. The ordinary Jew is considered 
by these leaders to be a fairly disreputable character, as he does not keep nearly enough laws. 
Also he is poor in a culture where poverty is despised. The Sadducees are a ‘liberal’ sect which 
comprises the ruling classes. They have collaborated with Rome and been given control of the 
high priesthood. Their headquarters are at the temple in Jerusalem. These various religious 
leaders regularly use their positions to extract money from the poor and pious in Israel.  
 
In between Judea and Galilee is the territory of the hated Samaritans, half-Jews of mixed race 
who have their own (syncretistic) version of Judaism, centred not around Jerusalem but around 
Mt Gerazim in Samaria. Beyond this are ‘the nations’ or Gentiles, all other non-Jews, who are 
generally seen as unclean and hostile. 
 
Luke introduces us to a society disempowered, deeply divided and full of rivalries, injustice and 
misery. The Romans oppress the Jews, and the Jews oppress their own. It is a situation ripe for 
radicalisation, and in fact Judaism is radicalising in these decades. Harsh social conditions are 
encouraging a zealot-style, xenophobic Judaism which sees Roman rule as an offense to God 
(think Pakistan/Islam). Hatred towards foreigners is on the rise. Messianic hopes are taking a 
strongly revolutionary flavour. Radical Messiah figures on a platform of political salvation are 
attracting significant followings. Minor uprisings are already occurring. Within a generation of 
Jesus (67 AD) the nation will explode into rebellion and all-out war against Rome, with 
catastrophic consequences. The Jerusalem temple will be destroyed (70 AD), and the city 
barred to all Jews. This will be the start of Israel’s long, stateless existence. The Jewish 
homelands in which Luke’s story takes places are in a state of extreme, unresolved tension. 
 

vii. Main Characters (just a head start) 
Luke is often interpreted as if Jesus were the sole main character, a sort of one-man show. This 
misses the shape of the narrative. The city of Jerusalem also functions as a main character in the 
narrative. Luke begins and ends his Gospel in Jerusalem, and the city is mentioned thirty-one 
times – twice as often as in any other Gospel, and more often than any other character in Luke 
besides Jesus. Many of the hopes and expectations raised for the reader in the opening chapters 
relate to the restoration of Jerusalem, which is a central goal of Luke’s story. The city is 
frequently personified in the narrative (e.g. Luke 13:34). In particular Luke shapes his Gospel as 
a story of the confrontation between Jesus and Jerusalem – a meeting which gradually 
approaches over ten chapters as the Davidic King Jesus marches on his capital Jerusalem. In 
this encounter, the city tragically misses its moment of salvation, rejecting its King and sealing 
its own fate. The city is frequently personified in various guises throughout the Gospel. Jesus 
repeatedly speaks to the city, lamenting and weeping over her as over a dear friend (e.g. 19:41). 
In Acts, when the cast increases with the addition of Paul as a main protagonist, the Jerusalem 
focus is only intensified, the city being mentioned sixty times. 
 
The failure to maintain an interest in the fortunes of this main character, Jerusalem, is one of the 
major weaknesses in Lukan scholarship. Luke’s distinctive contribution to Christology cannot 
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be appreciated apart from his argument about salvation-history, which centres on the story of 
Jerusalem.  
 

viii. Structure (believe it or not, you need this bit!) 
Like the final two Harry Potter volumes, Luke and Acts are part 1 and part 2 of the same story, 
conceived as a whole. From an interpretative point of view the two should be treated together, 
for neither part stands alone.  Many expectations raised in Luke are only fulfilled or resolved in 
Acts. In particular, the central question about the fate of Jerusalem is hardly answered by the 
end of Luke. Unfortunately the size of the works and the arrangement of our New Testament 
canon has encouraged interpreters to treat the two parts separately. This tends to produce 
readings which are not well integrated with the other part, subverting the author’s clear 
intentions.  
 
Luke’s Gospel begins and ends in Jerusalem, a geographical inclusio (a kind of envelope) that 
indicates the central importance of the city for the narrative. Theologically, this inclusio takes us 
from promise and longing in chapter 1 to rejoicing and fulfilment in chapter 24; from Jerusalem 
in captivity to Jerusalem restored. However, in between these bookends the narrative has a 
distinctive direction: it is structurally dominated by Jesus’ journey towards Jerusalem. The city is 
the geographical goal of the narrative. Acts is also set in Jerusalem at its opening and at its 
climax, near the end. However, the direction of movement is predominantly away from 
Jerusalem. There is a yo-yoing movement back and forward, but each outward move takes us 
further from the city. Significantly, Luke leaves his readers on an outward leg, in Rome. 
Jerusalem is the launching pad, but the (incomplete) goal of the story is ‘the ends of the earth’. 
This gives the narrative movement of Luke-Acts overall a distinct ‘bow-tie’ shape, converging 
on the city of Jerusalem. The structure emphasises the importance of that city in Luke’s story: 
“The city acts as the pivot around which the (two volume) narrative turns” (Walker 1996, 58). 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Jerusalem Luke Acts 

The narrative movement of Luke-Acts 
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ix. Structural Outline (just helps you find your way around the story) 

 
x. Distinctive Narrative Techniques: Learning Luke’s ‘Language’ (you’d better try 
and get this) 
 
It has not always been sufficiently appreciated that Luke is a literary genius. His writing is vivid 
and beautiful to read, his control of pace precise. He crafts scenes that sizzle with dramatic 
tension. There are no dull episodes in Luke-Acts, no fat, nothing that does not grip and draw in 
the attentive reader. 
 
While all this is impressive, it hardly scratches the surface of Luke’s art. Even more outstanding 
are the methods through which he carries on his theological argument. Where other gospels do 
this through dialogue and especially monologue (blocks of Jesus’ teaching), Luke prefers to 
make his points through narrative. This involves some specialised techniques. If you aren’t 
clued in to his approach, you might miss what he’s saying. 
 
Fundamental to Luke’s discourse is his purposeful crafting of structure. He uses structure to 
express meaning. Every scene is chosen, constructed and located to contribute to the whole, 
and in particular to contribute to his theological agenda, outlined above. While writing a 
historical narrative, Luke is no slave to chronology, introducing scenes at the point where they 
make most sense and have the most impact. He is happy to abbreviate or lengthen an episode 
from his sources (e.g. from Mark) to give it the weight it needs for his purposes (cf. Luke 5:1-13 
vs Mark 1:16-18). Luke’s writings display an extraordinary degree of coherence and integration 
at this level, as he pursues and develops his themes over huge narrative spans. An example of 
this approach to structure is the collection of episodes which all relate to the number twelve, in 
Luke 8:42-9:17. They are located together for symbolic, not chronological reasons. In this 
section of his story Luke is taking time to establish Jesus’ calling to regather, reconstitute, revive 
and lead a renewed Israel. This theological point established, Luke immediately introduces and 
launches Jesus’ march upon Jerusalem (Luke 9:31,51).  
 
Luke also uses vocabulary and phrase to create meaningful structure. For example, the phrase 
‘to know with certainty’ (ėpiginw/skw th\n aÓsfa¿leian), described above, is used to give 
special significance to the Pentecost scene (Acts 2:36) and Paul’s trial scenes (Acts 21-25). Key 
terms redeem (lutro/w) and release of sins (aÓfe÷seß aJmartiw ◊n) from the infancy narratives, 

Luke 
Jesus’ infancy and preparations for messianic ministry (raising expectations)  1:1-4:14 
Jesus Messiah begins to restore and reconstitute Israel   
  (confirming and heightening expectations)   4:15-9:20 
Jesus Messiah marches on Jerusalem (introducing tension and doubts) 9:21-19:44 
Jesus Messiah occupies the Jerusalem temple (climactic showdown)  19:45-21:37 
The Passover weekend (tragedy and surprise outcome)   22:1-24:53 

Acts 
The coming of the Holy Spirit (Jesus’ Jubilee release arrives in Jerusalem) 1:1-2:47 
The two Jerusalems clash (Jesus’ Jubilee release established in Jerusalem) 3:1-8:3 
The Word of God stretches the bounds of Judaism    9:1-12:25 
Paul’s mission to the Gentiles (Jesus’ Jubilee rescue among the nations) 13:1-21:16 
Paul’s trials and voyage to Rome (the validity of Gentile mission defended) 21:17-28:31 
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are held back until after Jesus’ resurrection (Luke 24:21,47) where their reappearance signals 
that initial hopes are now being fulfilled. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
A distinctive feature of Luke’s narrative genius is his eye for symbolism and parallelism. He does 
not merely relate a selection of historical anecdotes about Jesus: frequently he sees symbolic 
potential in an incident, and retells the story to highlight the connection. The symbolism in 
Luke often relates to the author’s central preoccupations: Israel and Jerusalem. This is most 
apparent in the collection of stories in chapters 8-9 (mentioned above) which make repeated 
use of the number twelve; but the technique can be seen at work on every page, especially in 
the Gospel.  
 
Closely related is Luke’s use of parallelism, in which a scene or narrative section mirrors a later 
or earlier one. Jesus is rejected by his countrymen and taken outside the city to be killed, not 
once but twice: at Nazareth (4:22-30) and then again in Jerusalem. The account of the apostle 
Paul’s ministry comes to its climax in his journey to Jerusalem where he is handed over to the 
Romans for trial and execution. By dwelling on these episodes in Paul’s life, Luke emphasises 
its parallels with the life of Jesus. Again this technique is to be found throughout Luke’s writing.  
 
These techniques of symbolism and parallelism bind the narrative into a tightly coherent whole, 
in which every scene takes on a significance greater than itself. They also enable Luke to 
embed an ongoing commentary on his main themes and concerns into the narrative itself. Few 
editorial comments are required for Luke to pursue his agenda: these sophisticated literary 
techniques permit him to advance his argument in narrative form. The effect of this is to charge 
the writing with an intensity and rhetorical power that draws the reader on. Much of this is lost 
on modern Western readers, lacking as we do a deep connection with oral-aural storytelling 
traditions. Our Evangelical preoccupation with historicity makes it even harder to appreciate 
Luke’s art: absorbed as we are with the question of what really happened, we rarely connect 
with Luke’s interest in what it all meant. We read as though Luke is merely writing to give us 
another version of the same events, missing his whole purpose in writing: to provide a 
commentary on those events. For Luke, historicity is a starting point, not the goal. The value he 
adds to Mark and Matthew is largely of the theological, rather than the historiographical kind. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Narrative   - historical content 

Structure   - theological commentary 
 

Luke’s use of structure 
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If we struggle to read the intra-textual comments Luke makes in these ways, how much more 
the inter-textual ones. More than any other New Testament writer, Luke shows evidence of a 
deep acquaintance with the Greek LXX version of the Jewish Scriptures. This almost instinctive 
connection can be seen in the numerous references to Scripture passages and scenes found 
throughout Luke-Acts. These inter-textual links include explicit quotations, but more common 
are ‘echoes’ or implicit references. Sometimes these are deliberate references, such as Luke’s 
reworking of the Gedarene demoniac scene to echo Isaiah’s descriptions of derelict Israel. 
Other times they involve the use of rare vocabulary and snatches of phrase which clearly come 
from the LXX, but which Luke may have used subconsciously, e.g. in the crucifixion scene Luke 
23:33, ‘one on his left and the other on his right’ (o§n me«n ėk dexiw ◊n o§n de« ėx aÓristerw ◊n) 
from Samson’s death scene (Judges 16:29 LXX). The technique is most apparent when Luke 
reworks Markan material but changes the vocabulary seemingly at random. The changes never 
are random – generally they serve to create intertextual links with the LXX.  
 
The effect of these links is to provide commentary on the narrative. The referenced LXX passage 
functions as an interpretive overlay or grid through which Luke’s episode can be read. The 
other story or passage from the LXX holds the key to understanding what Luke is saying about 
his own story. The result is a rich web of intertextual commentary which charges Luke’s writing 
with theological meaning.  
 
This intertextual technique presents the modern reader of Luke-Acts with a particular challenge. 
For one thing, we find the whole approach hard to get our heads around. People just don’t 
write in this way any more. But even if we can come to terms with Luke’s use of intertextual 
comment, we are so poorly acquainted with the Old Testament in English, let alone in Greek, 
we can easily miss much of this dimension of Luke’s writing. As J. A. Sanders warns, “Luke 
constantly wove phrases and images from the Septuagint into his writing” (1993, 19). “…unless 
the modern interpreter also knows the Septuagint...very well indeed, he or she will miss major 
points Luke wanted to score.” (1993, 16). 
 
These are some of the most important of the literary techniques employed by Luke in pursuing 
his agenda by narrative means. By using these methods, Luke is able to continue the flow of the 
narrative uninterupted. Instead of pausing regularly to insert a block of teaching, he can 
communicate his message he wants to through the story. 
 
It is important to realise that we are unfamiliar with these techniques: if we are to be good 
readers of Luke’s story we must try to ‘learn’ his narrative language. Good luck! 
 
 
 
 

 
Narrative   - historical content 

Structure   - theological commentary 
 

Symbolism/parallelism - theological commentary 

Luke’s use of symbolism 
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Narrative   - historical content 

Structure   - theological commentary 

Symbolism/parallelism - theological commentary 

Intertextuality   - theological commentary 

Narrative techniques in Luke-Acts 
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PART 2 - COMMENTARY 
 
 
Jesus’ infancy and preparations for messianic ministry: Luke 1-4 
 

 

Exegesis 
 
This section deals with Jesus’ birth and life up until the beginning of his ministry. We see Jesus 
prepared for his Messianic calling. The story functions to raise expectations for what Jesus 
Messiah will be, do and achieve. 
 

1. Introduction (1:1-4) 
 
1:1-4 Like every good introduction, Luke’s gives advance notice of the things we are going to 
find in his book. His plan is to tell the story of Jesus and the fulfilment he achieved. tw ◊n 
peplhroforhme÷nwn ėn hJmi √n pragma¿twn (ton peplyrophorymenon en hymin pragmaton) 
is usually translated as ‘the things which have been fulfilled among us’. This perfective sense 
(‘have been fulfilled’) does not fit well with the shape of Luke’s narrative, in which fulfilment of 
initial expectations (and indeed fulfilment of prophecy) continues right through Luke-Acts and 
beyond. The open-ended conclusion of Acts suggests the continuation of the story beyond 
chapter 28, and into the lives of the readers: the tale of fulfilment continues. It may capture 

Structure 
 

1. Introduction         1:1-4 
 
2. Announcing the Messiah       1:5-80 

Announcement of John’s birth: to Zechariah in the temple (1:5-25) 
Announcement of Jesus’ birth: to Mary in Nazareth (1:26-38) 
Mary’s visit to Elizabeth and Mary’s song  (1:39-56) 

The naming of John: Zechariah’s song   (1:57-80) 

 
3. Messiah’s birth and childhood      2:1-52 
 Jesus at Bethlehem      
 Birth       (2:1-7) 
 The angels’ announcement to the shepherds  (2:8-14) 
 The shepherds’ visit     (2:15-20) 
 Jesus at the Jerusalem temple 
 Presentation to Yhwh    (2:21-40) 
 Jesus’ 12th Passover     (2:41-50) 
 Concluding summary statement    (2:51-52) 

 
4. Identifying Jesus as the Messiah      3:1-4:13 
 John’s ministry of preparation    (3:1-21) 
 The Messiah baptised, anointed and appointed   (3:21-22) 
 Genealogy of the Messiah    (3:23-28) 
 Messiah tested in the wilderness    (4:1-13) 
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Luke’s intentions better, then, to translate with a present tense: ‘a narrative of the things being 
fulfilled among us2’.  
 
The ‘among us’ is important: though Luke’s story begins in Jerusalem, this inclusive phrase 
pushes out toward the (Gentile) readers’ world. By the end of Acts, we have begun to feel 
implicated in the narrative. These things are significant not just for Israel but for all nations: they 
are being fulfilled among us. They are also public, visible events, open to verification. Luke’s 
Paul, having narrated how he became included in Jesus’ story of fulfilment, can point out that 
King Agrippa already knows the facts, for ‘these things were not done in a corner!’(Acts 26:26). 
 
Luke’s claim to authority as a story-teller is not based on his own identity or experience – he is 
not an apostle. Rather, it is second-hand, based on the testimony of ‘the original eyewitnesses 
who became servants of the word’: i.e. the apostles of Jesus. Luke has had access to such 
people (apostles and the apostolic circle) and so has been able to verify and clarify the stories 
drawn up by others. His writing is trustworthy and authoritative because it is based not merely 
on eyewitness, but on apostolic testimony. This is important since Luke is offering us so much 
more than a ‘bare’ historical account. Because his narrative is a vehicle for so much theological 
discourse, factual accuracy is not enough: the reader wants to know whether Luke’s take on the 
meaning of the story has apostolic backing. 
 

2. Announcing the Messiah (1:5-80) 
 
In the infancy narratives, Luke adopts the archaic style of the LXX Scriptures, one of many ways 
in which he positions his writings as a continuation of the account of salvation-history recorded 
in Jewish Scripture. These infancy stories include a number of songs. Luke uses these songs to 
give the definitive interpretation of his narrative. It is in song that we are told the theological 
significance of the events unfolding in the story. We do well to pay the songs particular 
attention.  
 
Luke structures this section so that the angelic announcements come first, and the songs of 
praise in response come together afterwards. John’s birth is announced first, but his father’s 
song of praise comes at the end of the chapter. In this way the section moves from 
announcement and promise to faith and rejoicing. Jesus’ birth-announcement and Mary’s song 
of praise are placed together at the centre, the pivotal point in the structure of this section. This 
is one of many ways Luke signals the central place of Jesus for his story. 
 
1:5-25  The opening scene is dense with Scripture allusions, through which Luke 
achieves a great deal of theological introduction to his story. 
 
He begins with a classic type-scene from the Scriptures. The righteous couple, elderly and yet 
still childless, the wife cursed with barrenness. Think Abraham and Sarah, Rachel and Jacob, 
Hannah and Elkanah.  
 
Luke tells the story in phrases borrowed from the life of Abraham: the couple were ‘righteous 
before God’ (Gen. 15:6) walking before the Lord in all his commands and statutes (tai √ß 
ėntolai √ß kai« dikaiw¿masin touv kuri÷ou cf. Gen. 26:5) blameless (ėnanti÷on, a‡memptoi  
cf. Gen. 17:1). The were well advanced in days (probebhko/teß ėn tai √ß hJme÷raiß cf. Gen. 
18:11). But they had no children because Elizabeth was barren (te÷knon, stei √ra cf. Gen. 
11:30). This intertextual link raises the problem of promise and fulfilment – which Luke 
nominated as the big-picture theme of his narrative (1:1). Abraham and Sarah had received the 

                                                
2 For this present imperfective sense of the perfect tense form, see Con Campbell’s stuff on verbal aspect. 
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promise of offspring, but were barren, still waiting for the promised child. In the prophets this 
experience of Israel’s first fathers becomes a symbol of unfulfilled promise, a symbol ultimately 
used to characterise the whole nation. Israel had been promised a bright future, yet had failed 
to ‘bear fruit’ to God. Zechariah and Elizabeth in their barrenness are representative of Israel. 
After their long history, they were a barren nation (cf. Isaiah 26:16-18).  
 
By describing John’s parents in terms of this archetypal Hebrew story, Luke signals that Israel’s 
story is ongoing, her plight unresolved. After centuries in slavery, still the nation waits for the 
promised blessing. Luke opens his story at a moment of tension in the life of this couple, and of 
the whole nation. Will Yhwh ever fulfil his promise? This tension and expectation is reflected in 
the prominent role of prayer in this scene: ‘all the multitude of the people were outside the 
temple, praying’ (1:10). The four mentions of incense-burning, a symbol of prayer, reinforce 
this. Zechariah serves before the Lord as the representative of Israel. Luke portrays a nation 
waiting, and hoping. 
 
The answer to the key question of whether Yhwh will remember Israel, is hinted at symbolically 
by the name of the protagonist here: Zechariah means ‘Yhwh remembers’. This symbolism 
allows Luke to play with the reader a little. He describes how ‘the people were waiting for 
Zechariah, amazed that he stayed so long in the sanctuary’ (1:21). But this could be read as ‘the 
people (of Israel) were waiting for Yhwh to remember (his promises), and wondered that he 
stayed so long in his sanctuary’ – a statement full of salvation-historical resonances. 
 
The appearance of the angel Gabriel at this hour of prayer is of the greatest possible salvation-
historical significance. Of the four Gospel-writers, only Luke mentions Gabriel. This angel 
comes from the story of Daniel in the Jewish Scriptures. It is the only other place his name 
occurs, making an immediate connection between the book of Daniel and Luke’s story. Let’s 
take a minute to get our heads around the message of Daniel. 

 
Having made the basic connection with Daniel through the appearance of Gabriel, Luke 
strengthens it by referencing phrases and words from the ‘Gabriel’ scenes of Daniel 8-10. 
Gabriel had appeared to Daniel ‘at the hour of evening sacrifice’ (ėn w‚râ qusi÷aß e̊sperinhvß 
Daniel 9:21) – a unique phrase in Scripture. Now he appears to Zechariah ‘at the hour of 
offering’ (thØv w‚râ touv qumia¿matoß). The angel tells Zechariah not to be afraid, using the 
same words he had spoken to Daniel (mh\ fobouv, Daniel 10:12) Gabriel announces to 
Zechariah that his prayer has been heard (ei˙shkou/sqh hJ de÷hsi÷ß sou), echoing a parallel 

Daniel 
Daniel is a story of exile. God’s faithful people are in the hands of their enemies: the world 
superpowers of Babylon, Persia, and Media. The people of Israel face the humiliation of being 
powerless, helpless targets of vindictive pagans. They seem to be lost in a world where mighty 
human empires rule, and Yhwh is far off. And these world powers are demonic: they act like terrible 
beasts. The emperor’s alter-ego is a mad animal. The sufferings of Daniel and his friends sum up 
those of the whole nation: thrown into a fiery furnace, trapped in a den of lions, waiting for morning.  
 
But in exile Daniel receives visions of Yhwh’s future kingdom. It will be like a stone that shatters the 
empires of man. The Ancient of Days will finally convene his court, judge the nations, and vindicate 
his people. In a vision, the angel Gabriel explains to Daniel that Israel’s ‘time of wrath’ will not last 
forever: a time will come, ‘many days in the future’, when the powers that now oppress them will be 
shattered.  
 
And so Daniel prays, pleading for an end to exile and the renewal of Jerusalem. As he prays, the 
angel Gabriel appears, announcing that his prayer has been heard. In the last days, after a time of 
terrible suffering and wars, an anointed leader (Messiah) will be sent, to raise up the righteous people 
of Yhwh to eternal life. Daniel’s book is to be sealed until those times. 
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announcement to Daniel. For ‘has been heard’, he uses a word extremely rare in the NT, in a 
form only found in the parallel phrase in Daniel (ei˙shkou/sqh to\ rJhvma¿ sou, Daniel 10:12). 
In Daniel’s prayer scene (ch.9) the word ‘prayer’ (proseuch/) occurs seven times: the densest 
occurance anywhere in Scripture. Luke imitates this with repeated mentions of prayer (2 times) 
and incense burning (a symbol of prayer – 4 times). 
 
By linking this scene to Daniel 8-10, and above all by the reappearance of the angel Gabriel 
here, six hundred years later, Luke implies that the ‘time of the end’ prophesied in Daniel has 
arrived. The visions of Daniel are now being unsealed. Daniel’s prayer for an end to exile and 
the restoration of Jerusalem is being answered. The demonic powers of this world are now to 
be judged, their grip on mankind broken. The morning has arrived, and Israel is to be freed at 
last from the den of lions. It is time for Messiah to appear. Thus Luke, right from the start, sets 
out the international, salvation-historical scope of his story. It will deal with the nations, with 
politics, with the fate of Israel: in short, with the great questions left unresolved at the end of the 
OT story. 
 
Zechariah’s own prayers are more personal in nature. When we hear that ‘your prayer has been 
heard’, we understand that he has been praying for a son. However, given Zechariah’s 
symbolic role as Abraham-figure, we the readers are meant to sense a wider significance to this 
story also. The blessing promised to Abraham, and long-prayed-for, is finally to be received: 
‘your wife will bear you a son’.  
 
The angel’s description of John’s ministry is also saturated with LXX references and echoes. 
John is to follow the rules for a Nazirite, devoted to Yhwh (‘he will never drink wine or liquor’, 
cf. Numbers 6:3). The angel makes use of two important eschatological passages from the 
prophets: Malachi 3-4 (‘to turn the hearts of fathers to their children’ etc.) and Isaiah 40:3 (‘to 
make ready for the Lord a prepared people’). This is the readers’ introduction to a prophetic 
theme which will become central to the concerns of Luke’s Gospel: the visitation or return of 
Yhwh to Zion. Though Israel had returned to Jerusalem after exile, there was a strong sense in 
the prophets that Yhwh’s presence and blessing was still withheld. The prophetic passages 
quoted in the angel’s song (see above) promise that he will eventually return and restore 
blessing to his people again. The implication is that John’s birth and life heralds that long-
awaited event.  
 
Zechariah’s failure to believe the angel functions as an ominous sign, charged with symbolic 
potential. It is in fact the beginning of a strong theme in Luke-Acts: that of the rejection of God’s 
gospel messengers. Luke highlights the wider significance of the angel’s rebuke by using the 
key terms ‘sent’ (aÓposte÷llw) and ‘announce good news’ (eujaggeli÷zw). For soon Israel will 
receive a word from a messenger (a‡ggeloß - Luke 7:27) sent (aÓposte÷llw - Luke 7:27) to 
announce good news (eujaggeli÷zw - Luke 3:18) about the arrival of a son. Ironically this 
second ‘angel’ will be Zechariah’s son, John – and the leaders of Israel will not believe his 
testimony either (Luke 7:30). Later still, one sent to announce good news (Luke 4:18-19, 43) 
will stand like Gabriel in the presence of Yhwh in the temple, speaking God’s word. But the 
chief priests will question the authority of his testimony (Luke 20:1-8), as the priest Zechariah 
has done. They like Zechariah will miss the moment - doubting when they should believe - and 
suffer the consequences (cf. Luke 19:44). Jesus is the ultimate and climactic messenger of the 
gospel in Luke’s account.  
 
The scene is given symbolic significance for the readers also, through Zechariah’s use of key 
word ‘know’ (ginw/skw). The priest asks, ‘How can I know this (for sure)?’ Zechariah, like us 
the readers, is seeking to know with certainty (gnw¿somai gnosomai cf. Luke’s purpose 
statement, Luke 1:4). Being a Jew, he is probably looking for a confirming sign (cf. Luke 
11:16,29; 1 Corinthians 1:22), but Gabriel’s response makes it clear this is not the way to gain 
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certainty. The angel’s status as God’s servant demands that his testimony be believed. 
Zechariah is foolish to doubt, and until he has learned this for sure, his own ability to testify is 
taken from him. There is a message here to the readers, for Luke presents his Gospel as a record 
of the testimony of Jesus’ apostles (Luke 1:2), who are themselves messengers sent by God to 
announce the good news about Jesus in God’s sight (cf. Acts 10:36; 2 Corinthians 4:2). The 
readers then should learn from Zechariah’s mistake: they have good reason to be confident 
about the gospel testimony Luke records. 
 
Luke records Elizabeth’s comment about her pregnancy in a phrase taken from Rachel’s words 
at the birth of her first son Joseph: ‘the Lord has…taken away my disgrace among the people’ 
(cf. Gen.30:23). In this way once again the words take on a wider significance. The fulfilment 
of the promises to Abraham’s family, which Gabriel has announced, is beginning. 
 

 
1:26-38 For the second birth-announcement, the scene shifts dramatically: from the 
Jerusalem temple to a disreputable backwater up in Galilee. The town of Nazareth is far from 
the places Israel is proud of. Galilee is bad: Nazareth is worse. We shift from the centre to the 
fringes of the Jewish world.  
 
Mary has one of the commonest names in town: every second girl was called Mary. She’s 
young – probably around 14. Her family is poor (cf. the poor laws in 2:24): i.e. despised and 
vulnerable. And she’s female: that’s also unfortunate. A young female from a poor family living 
in the ill-favoured fringes of the Jewish homeland, Mary was at the bottom of the social heap. 
She is troubled by the angel’s greeting, ‘Greetings, favoured one’. And well she might be: Mary 
is the c.1st Jewish equivalent of ‘trailer trash’. Probably no one has ever considered her favoured 
before. Was this angel mocking her? 
 
In the Gospel’s second song, the angel explains the nature of Mary’s honour. She is to bear a 
son, named Jesus (= Joshua), meaning ‘Yhwh saves’. This son will embody Yhwh’s salvation for  
Israel. This salvation is described in terms of the Davidic covenant of 2 Samuel 7. In another 
unfulfilled promise, David’s line was to reign forever on the throne of Israel, bringing blessing 
to the nation. Yet it has been centuries since a Davidic king ruled in Jerusalem (or anywhere 
else). Jesus is to be the Son of David in whom the covenant promise is finally fulfilled:  
  
 He will reign over the house of Jacob forever, 
 and His kingdom will have no end. 
 

Luke’s central theme of fulfilment is gaining steam. Not only the Abrahamic but also the 
Davidic covenants are to find their ultimate fulfilment in his story. The King is returning. 
 

Taking stock 
 

Well, that was hard work! This opening scene throws us in the deep end of his Luke’s intertextual 
approach. It can be quite daunting if you’re not used to it. So much is being said in such a short 
space of time, and all through the vehicle of a fairly simple story. There can be several layers of 
meaning built on top of each other, being communicated at the same time.  
 
It’s worth stopping to catch your breath here. Not every episode in his narrative is quite this dense 
with allusion (though some are!) but these techniques are typical of his writing. In telling the story of 
Jesus and his followers, Luke conducts a running conversation with the concerns and themes of the 
salvation history of the Jewish Scriptures, and especially of the prophets. There’s so much to 
appreciate and be challenged by in Luke’s work. It’s pretty full on. Get used to it! 
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Mary’s reply is simple and sensible: she is a virgin. The angel’s reply further develops the 
salvation-historical importance of what is happening to Mary:  
 
 The Holy Spirit will come upon you, 
 and the power of the Most High will overshadow (ėpeski÷azen) you. 
 Therefore the Holy One to be born 
 will be called the Son of God. 
 
Two Scriptural scenes are invoked here. The first is the Creation story (Genesis 1) in which the 
Spirit of God hovers over the waters, God’s agent in creating. This event is occurring a second 
time – the Holy Spirit hovers over Mary’s womb, enacting a new creation, forming a new 
Adam. The second allusion is to the completion of the tabernacle (Exodus 40:34-35), when the 
glory of Yhwh descends in a cloud which overshadows the tent (ėpeski÷azen epeskiazen – the 
only time this verb is ever used of Yhwh). Mary here figures as the tabernacle, the place of 
Yhwh’s visitation. In what sense is Yhwh visiting? The theme of Yhwh visiting his people will 
become a central in Luke’s narrative. This visitation is treated not as a temporary 
overshadowing only, but a permanent return. For it is in the child that Yhwh makes himself 
present.  
 
Much has been made of the implications of this angelic saying for the doctrine of the divinity of 
Jesus Christ. But ‘Son of God’ here is probably a Messianic title – it certainly wouldn’t have 
struck a Jew as a claim to divinity. In fact the only phrase here that hints at the divinity of the 
child is to\ a‚gion (to hagion) – the holy one. This characteristic Isaianic phrase (30 
occurrences) is only ever used in Jewish Scripture to refer to Yhwh. Its use here for Jesus is most 
significant. However the idea is not developed at this point. 
 
By introducing the themes of the return of Yhwh and a new creation, Luke taps into central 
images of Isaiah’s prophetic visions regarding the renewal of Jerusalem (cf. esp. Isaiah 40-66). 
This link will become increasingly explicit as the story progresses. 
 
Mary responds in faith. We are supposed to contrast this with Zechariah’s doubts (‘How can I 
know this?’ 1:18). While the temple priest struggles to come to grips with an old-age 
conception, the girl from the backblocks is willing to accept the prospect of virgin birth!  
 
1:39-56 The scene shifts again to the hill country of Judah. Mary demonstrates her 
confidence in the angel’s message by hurrying to visit her cousin. Here John the Baptist begins 
his ministry in utero, as he encounters the Messiah for the first time. 
 
Being filled with the Spirit is a sign that the character speaks as one of the ‘good guys’ or wise 
ones in the narrative: their words carry prophetic authority. So the blessing spoken by Elizabeth 
here comes as an inspired word of affirmation from God. Mary’s response, being in song form, 
is to be taken as similarly inspired or prophetic in nature. In fact it draws largely on material 
from the Psalms: 
 

His mercy is…on those who fear Him   (Psalm 111:4-5/LXX 110:4-5) 
from generation to generation…    (e.g. Psalm 100:5/LXX 99:5) 
He has done a mighty deed with His arm, 
He has scattered the proud    (Psalm 89:10/LXX 88:11) 
He has satisfied the hungry with good things  (Psalm 107:9/LXX 106:9) 

 
Though the actual phrases are from the Psalms, the ideas and the song as a whole echoes the 
song of Hannah from 1 Samuel 2. Blessed with the unexpected birth of a child, Hannah 
celebrates at length the reversal achieved by Yhwh’s salvation:  
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They that were full of bread are brought low…He lifts up the poor from the earth, and raises the 
needy from the dunghill; to seat him with the princes of the people.  1Samuel 2:5,8 

 
Mary is seen in the role of a latter-day Hannah, whose child will like Samuel be ‘lent to the 
Lord’ (1 Samuel 1:28).  
 
Mary’s song introduces into the story for the first time the reversal theme which dominates 
Hannah’s song, and is developed so extensively in the Psalms. She pictures the Lord as coming 
to overturn the social order in favour of the oppressed – a theme which will become central to 
Luke’s presentation of Jesus. This raises questions: Mary is one of the honoured poor – who else 
in Luke’s story will be? And who will represent the rich? What it will mean for the proud to be 
scattered and the strong brought low? How will the child effect this upheaval? We are left 
waiting to see how the theme will play out. Clearly Mary understands the unfolding events as 
holding a significance much wider than herself. It is ‘his servant Israel’ that Yhwh is helping 
through the gift of this child. It is nothing less than the fulfilment of the Abrahamic covenant: 
  
 just as He spoke to our ancestors, 
 to Abraham and his descendants forever. 
 
Once again the theme of fulfilment is to the fore – fulfilment of hopes which are explicitly 
Jewish in nature. Israel here is pictured in the role of the lowly and hungry, whose fate will now 
be reversed. 
 
It is worth noting the reversals which are already taking place at this point in the narrative: the 
despised Nazarene girl has been chosen for honour of historic proportions; and also the women 
do the prophesying here. While the (male) priest remains silenced for his unbelief, his wife and 
her lowly cousin take over the inspired singing role. 
 
1:57-66 Zechariah was apparently deaf as well as mute, hence the need to gesture to 
him. But this made it astonishing that he and Elizabeth had the same idea about their son’s 
name. This strange incident made it clear that God was at work: ‘indeed, the Lord’s hand was 
with him.’ Seeing this produced reactions of wonder and fear from neighbours, who ask, ‘What 
will this child become?’ This key question creates a narrative pause in which readers can reflect 
on where the story might go, thus heightening our sense of anticipation.  
 
The extended description of the son’s naming has the effect of focussing our attention on his 
name: John, ‘God shows favour’. This name too is of symbolic importance for Israel. The time 
of God’s favour is now coming to birth. The neighbours’ surprise and comments about its 
newness, highlights the turning point for Israel represented by this birth. 
 
Zechariah’s release from deaf-muteness is of clear symbolic significance. He is once again cast 
in the role of Israel, whom God had time and again indicted Israel for being unresponsive. 
Isaiah complained: 
 
 Who is blind but My servant, 
 or deaf like My messenger I am sending? (42:19) 
 
 Israel’s watchmen are blind, 
 all of them are mute dogs, 
 they cannot bark; (56:10) 
 
The moment he speaks the name ‘God is gracious’, that grace appears in his own deliverance. 
The deaf-mute is released from his captivity, and at once sings the praises of Yhwh. He is finally 
enabled to praise God for the things announced to him at the temple nine months earlier. In the 
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Scriptures, praise to God is always the goal and result of deliverance, the sign of salvation 
completed.  
 
    Then the eyes of the blind shall be opened, 
  and the ears of the deaf unstopped;  
  then the lame shall leap like a deer, 
  and the tongue of the speechless sing for joy. Isaiah 35:5-6 
 
Zechariah’s healing and praise symbolises God’s gracious intentions for Israel, soon to be 
achieved. Though the wait has been long, the day of rejoicing is coming. 
 
1:67-80 Luke has let the story run on ahead of time, to narrate the effects of John’s birth 
and naming. Now he returns to the moment of Zechariah’s release. His tongue loosed, the 
priest speaks like a prophet of old, inspired by the Spirit to announce the Messiah. His song, the 
longest in Luke-Acts, functions as a climax for the story so far, reflecting on and celebrating all 
that God has initiated in the opening scenes. As before, it is here in the song that the 
theological significance of the unfolding events can be found.  
 
Zechariah’s song rings with echoes of the Septuagint. It is in fact a rich tapestry of images from 
the Jewish Scriptures, brilliantly woven together. It is worth taking time to identify the main 
strands. 
 
STRAND 1: Visitation. ‘Praise the God of Israel for he has visited…his people’. ‘Visit’ 
(ėpeske÷yato epeskepsato) is the only word to occur twice in the song. It provides the main 
theme or title: Yhwh has at last visited his people. This idea of Yhwh’s visitation has particular 
salvation-historical significance. When Sarah conceived Isaac, it was because Yhwh had visited 
her (Gen. 21:1 LXX). The word is particularly associated with the exodus event, used repeatedly 
to describe Yhwh’s action in rescuing the Hebrews from Egypt (e.g. Exodus 3:16, 4:31 LXX). 
The prophets later developed the theme of Yhwh’s return or visitation, to speak of a future 
restoration from exile for the nation. For Yhwh to visit meant he would come in power, 
bringing rescue and release. It is a complex theme involving both judgment and deliverance, 
the complete overthrow of the present order.  
 
As we have seen, visitation is a distinctively exodus image. Zechariah’s intention in choosing 
this term is reinforced by the other verb in the clause: ‘he has visited and redeemed his people.’ 
Redemption (lu/trwsiß lytrosis) is the key-word in Scripture to describe Israel’s deliverance at 
the exodus. For Zechariah to say that Yhwh is once again visiting to redeem his people, is 
tantamount to announcing a new exodus event. Zechariah pictures Israel as once again in 
slavery: now Yhwh has returned to lead his people out.  
 
This prophetic theme of Yhwh’s return has already been hinted at by the angel in his 
description of John’s ministry (1:17, see above): now it is established as a major expectation for 
Luke’s narrative. Indeed it was a theme dear to the heart of Jesus’ contemporaries: 
 
‘Most … Jews who gave the matter any thought were hoping for Yhwh to return, to dwell once 
again in the Temple in Jerusalem as he had done in the time of the old monarchy…this 
expectation remained basic to Judaism in the time of Jesus.’ (Wright  JVG 623) 
 
Zechariah announces nothing less than the eschatological return of Yhwh to Zion. Israel’s God 
is coming home. 
  
STRAND 2: The Return of the Davidic King. Yhwh had first come to dwell in Zion under King 
David and his son Solomon (2 Sam. 6; 1 Kings 8). Zechariah now sings of Yhwh’s return in 
terms of the Davidic covenant: ‘a horn of salvation in the house of David’. The words are from 
Psalm 18, which dramatically portrays Yhwh’s visitation to rescue David from his enemies. The 
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psalm ends with Yhwh’s covenant promise ‘to show mercy (poiw ◊n e¶leoß poion eleos)  to 
David and his offspring forever’. Zechariah sums up the psalm well: 
 
 as he spoke through the mouth of his holy prophets from long ago, 
 that we should be saved from our enemies, 
 and from the hand of all who hate us, 
 - to show us the mercy (poihvsai e¶leoß poiysai eleos) he promised to our fathers. 
 
Zechariah sees Yhwh’s current actions as the fulfilment of this Davidic promise. He 
characterises Israel as in the hands of enemies, and in need of rescue. Interestingly, in the 
psalm the chief enemy identified is King Saul, Israel’s leader. This hint that Israel’s real enemies 
may be within, will be developed extensively in Luke’s story. But what Zechariah states plainly 
is that rescue for the nation is coming through the restoration (‘raising’) of the Davidic 
monarchy. 
 
STRAND 3: Return from Exile. Not only the Davidic covenant is being fulfilled here: Zechariah 
turns his thoughts to the covenant with Abraham. Yhwh is now ‘remembering’, i.e. fulfilling his 
oath to Abraham.  

 
that we, being rescued from the hands of our enemies, 
 might serve him without fear,  
in holiness and righteousness 
  before him all our days. 

 
Zechariah here quotes extensively from Moses in Leviticus 26. There Moses warns the people 
that if they refuse to follow the Jubilee/Sabbath year laws, Yhwh will ‘bring fear upon your 
hearts’, fill them with terrors, and ‘you will be delivered into the hands of your enemies’, and 
sent into exile. But if they turn, Yhwh ‘will remember his covenant with Abraham’, and reverse 
his judgement, i.e. bring them back and remove their fears in a new exodus.  
 
Zechariah implies that the curse Moses warned of has indeed befallen Israel, and that they are 
still in that state of exile. But now is the time for Yhwh to remember the covenant and bring his 
people back: a new exodus (cf. Zechariah’s name: ‘Yhwh remembers’).  However, Zechariah 
understands Yhwh’s intentions as being larger than merely return to the land: in view is 
restoration to an unhindered priesthood, ‘that we might serve him without fear in holiness and 
righteousness before him’ -  an appropriate thought for a priest. 
 
STRAND 4: Jubilee Release. Zechariah now addresses his baby son, describing the child’s role 
in this visitation. John will act as forerunner, ‘preparing the ways of the Lord’, i.e. preparing for 
and facilitating Yhwh’s return to Jerusalem – a reference to the vision of Isaiah 40:3 (already 
cited, Luke 1:17, and soon to be quoted in full, Luke 3:4-6, with reference to John’s ministry). 
John will do this by ‘giving the people knowledge of salvation through release from their sins’. 
Release from sins (aÓfe÷sei aJmartiw ◊n afesis hamartion) will become the burden of John’s 
message to Israel, the reality symbolised by his baptism (Luke 3:3). In the Septuagint this term 
(a‡fesiß afesis) always refers to the ‘Jubilee’ tradition, and never means merely ‘forgiveness’. 
‘Release’ is a term broad enough to capture its scope, and it fits well in the context of the song’s 
repeated references to rescue and deliverance. (For more on the Jubilee tradition, see on Luke 
3:3; 4:18f). 
 
The final lines of the song are difficult to translate. At first they seem to refer to the Davidic 
figure of prophecy known as the Branch (aÓnatolh\ anatoly): ‘the Branch from on high will visit 
us.’  
 

The days are surely coming, says the LORD, when I will raise up for David a righteous Branch, and 
he shall reign as king and deal wisely, and shall execute justice and righteousness in the land. 
           Jeremiah 23:5    
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This prophetic image of the Branch would fit well with Zechariah’s theme of the return of the 
Davidic King. But the images of shining and darkness which follow suggest that ‘dawn’ (also 
aÓnatolh anatoly) was intended: possibly a play on words. Now Zechariah quotes from Isaiah: 
 

The people walking in darkness see a great light; the ones that dwell in the region and shadow of 
death, a light shall shine on you.        Isaiah 9:2 

 
Isaiah’s vision is of the birth of a child who will shatter the yoke of Israel’s oppressors and 
establish the throne of David forever. So although the image may change from Branch to dawn, 
the ideas behind Zechariah’s imagery remain the same: salvation for captive Israel through the 
arrival of the Davidic Messiah (Strands 1 and 2 combined).  
 
The final description of this King’s work is ‘to guide our feet into the path of peace’. This phrase 
is taken from one of Isaiah’s most cutting indictments of Israel, explaining why she is in exile: 
 

Their feet run to evil, 
  and they rush to shed innocent blood; 
 their thoughts are thoughts of iniquity, 
  desolation and destruction are in their highways.  
The path of peace they do not know, 
  and there is no justice in their paths. 
 Their roads they have made crooked; 
  no one who walks in them knows peace. 
   
Therefore justice is far from us, 
  and righteousness does not reach us; 
 we wait for light, and lo! there is darkness; 
  and for brightness, but we walk in gloom.  Isaiah 59:7-9 

 
Zechariah has pictured Israel sitting in the darkness of exile: now he hints at how they came to 
be in that condition. Israel’s own feet have led them there. There cannot be light for the nation 
until they have been healed of their own compulsive violence and wickedness. Israel is captive 
to the Romans, but more significantly they need release from their captivity to sin (cf. ‘release 
from sins’, v.77 above) Yhwh’s King is arriving to guide their feet into the path of peace, which 
is also the path back from exile (Strand 3). 
 
We have found a high degree of thematic unity and focus in Zechariah’s song, as he celebrates 
the arrival of God’s salvation. The song is overwhelming one of fulfilment: the fulfilment of 
Yhwh’s covenant promises. This idea of fulfilment is developed primarily through intertextual 
references and echoes, of which we have explored the most prominent. The big issues raised 
are national captivity and exile, and the great need is release and rescue. Yhwh is visiting once 
again (Strand 1) to restore to Israel their Davidic King (Strand 2), who will lead his people out of 
exile in a new exodus back to their God (Strand 3) through announcing Jubilee release from sin 
and wickedness (Strand 4). 
 
Zechariah’s song, placed as it is as the climax of the events so far narrated, functions powerfully 
to establish strands of expectation which run forwards into the story that follows. And these  
expectations relate primarily to the plight of Israel, and Jerusalem in particular. 
 
This scene of Zechariah’s silence and release also acts as a prototype for the birth of the 
Christian church in Acts. Having seen the risen Messiah, the apostles cannot speak of him. Like 
Zechariah they are silenced until the Spirit fills them. Once the Spirit ‘gives them the ability to 
speak’ (Acts 2:4), they like him prophesy, declaring the praises of Yhwh. Specifically, Peter 
announces the visitation of Yhwh, celebrates the new Davidic King whom God has raised up 
for Israel, explains that these events are the fulfilment of prophecy, and offers release from sins 
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(a‡fesiß aJmartiw ◊n afesis hamartion) in Messiah’s name to all who are ‘far away’. The 
listeners need to be rescued ‘from this corrupt and crooked generation’ (Acts 2:40). Peter’s 
prophetic sermon will mirror exactly the themes of Zechariah’s song. Luke presents the old 
priest’s release as a microcosm or symbolic foreshadowing of these key events to come. 
 
3. Jesus’ birth and Childhood (2:1-52) 
 
In this section, two Bethlehem scenes are followed by two set at the Jerusalem temple. By 
having the childhood narrative conclude at Jerusalem, Luke creates a parallel with Jesus’ adult 
ministry. The Jerusalem temple will be the goal of his ministry, and his final journey there will 
dominate Luke’s narrative.  
 
Jesus at Bethlehem 
 
2: 1-7  The following scene begins with dating information, which functions to create a 
section or chapter break in the narrative, a new beginning. This clearly distinguishes Jesus’ birth 
from John’s. John’s birth was included in the narrative’s preparation phase, contributing to the 
announcement of the Messiah. Zechariah’s song tied that scene to what had come before by 
belatedly responding to the angelic announcement. Now the preparations are over, it is time for 
the main action to begin.  
 
 
The description of the census acts as a sudden pan-out of the narrative ‘camera’. For a moment 
we get a glimpse of the vast Roman Empire, ruled by one man in far-off Italy. Then we hear of 
Caesar’s local governor in the Levant: the camera pans in and we see a land occupied and 
ruled by foreign invaders. After these international powers, towns in Galilee and Judea are 
named, as the camera moves in still closer, and one man comes into focus. Now we meet 
Joseph for the first time, and as we watch him journey through the Jewish homelands, we learn 
that he too is connected to power – a descendant of King David. Repetition here emphasises 
the point (David, David, house, family line). His journey also emphasises this link with royalty, 
for he is travelling to register at ‘the city of David’. Yet ironically this journey is a sign of this 
dynasty’s subjection to a foreign power: Joseph goes in obedience to Caesar’s decree. 
 
This mention of the line of David inevitably brings to mind the angel’s message to Mary (‘He 
will rule on the throne of his father David’), and also Zechariah’s song, (‘He has raised up a 
horn of salvation in the house of David’). Great expectations are being aroused for the birth of 
this child.  
 
The birth scene is highly compressed, even summarised, certainly not dramatised. The baby is 
born, and wrapped in cloths as is customary. Luke hurries on to the episode which really 
interests him: the honouring of the shepherds.  
 
2:8-14  Where Matthew has wealthy Magi visiting the child, Luke describes only poor 
shepherds. Shepherds were looked down on, due to their minimal adherence to Jewish 
religious practices (temple observances, Sabbath etc). They were at the margins of Jewish 
society. These are the ones chosen by God to receive the honour of first visiting the Messiah. 
Note the inclusive tone in the angel’s announcement: ‘Good news for all the people’ (panti« 
twˆ◊ lawˆ◊ - 2:10). Of the synoptic Gospel-writers only Luke describes Jesus as a saviour 
(swth/r - 2:11). This term, placed so prominently in the announcement of child’s birth, 
strongly influences our understanding of Messiah’s role. He comes first and foremost to bring 
salvation.  
 
This saviour is ‘Messiah, lord in the city of David’ (cristo\ß ku/rioß ėn po/lei Daui÷d christos 
kyrios en polei david - 2:11). Jesus is identified as the Davidic Messiah of Israel’s prophetic 
hope. But there is a play on words here, for in Scripture, the city of David is always the title 
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given to Jerusalem, not Bethlehem. So this phrase functions prophetically to announce the 
child’s destiny: he will one day stand as Davidic King in Jerusalem. It also functions narratively 
to prepare a major emphasis of Luke’s story: the King’s march on Jerusalem (Luke 9ff). 
 
The angel’s song ‘on earth peace among people whom he favours’ (probably the best 
translation of aÓnqrw¿poiß eujdoki÷aß (anthropois eudokias) invokes the theme of God’s 
election, which has already been prominent in the narrative. Mary had marvelled at God’s 
choice of the lowly poor over rulers. Now despised shepherds are the only ones favoured, 
while all the important people are passed over. But by the same logic the baby in Bethlehem 
can be chosen for honour greater than that of emperor on the throne in Rome. The degraded 
state of the Davidic heir is no obstacle for God. 
 
2:15-20 The shepherds’ ‘Let’s go then’, and their haste, serve to emphasise their 
responsiveness to the good news. These are people to whom the favour of God means a great 
deal. 
 
The NIV’s ‘When they had seen him, they spread the word’ is an overtranslation. More 
accurate is the NRSV ‘17 When they saw him, they made known what had been told them’, i.e. 
when they found the baby they reported the story about the angels to the people who were 
there in the house. This is not a description of late-night ‘stranger evangelism’ around 
Bethlehem!  
 
All were amazed at their story. In Luke-Acts, amazement (qauma/zw thaumazo) is the right 
response to Jesus. The term generally functions as a sign that God’s power and glory are being 
revealed. 
 
For a sympathetic character like Mary to treasure and ponder the shepherds’ story, acts as an 
encouragement to Luke’s readers to do likewise. We will need to keep the angel’s words in 
mind as we continue through the narrative, and think on them, for their full meaning has not 
yet been disclosed. 
 
The shepherds ‘returned, glorifying and praising God for all they had heard and seen, just as 
they had been told.’ This editorial comment creates a cameo, in which the Shepherds represent 
the ideal disciples, rejoicing because of their certain knowledge of ‘the things fulfilled among 
them’ (cf. Luke 1:1). In this they foreshadow the apostolic group in the closing scene of the 
Gospel, who likewise return (uJpe÷streyan hypestrepsan) rejoicing and praising God because 
of the fulfilment of Israel’s hopes which they have seen in the risen Jesus.  
 
Jesus at the Jerusalem temple 
 
2:21-39 Compared with the naming of John the Baptist, Jesus’ naming is hurried over 
almost without comment. Luke is more interested in the presentation scenes in the temple. He 
introduces this episode with a cluster of Old Covenant terms: circumcision, purification, 
presentation; no less than five times here we are told that Jesus’ parents did everything 
‘following the Law of the Lord’ – i.e. the Law of Moses. As we come to the temple, Luke brings 
us into an atmosphere of devout law keeping: a decidedly Old Testament realm.  
 
The point of specifying the offering is that Joseph and Mary made use of the poor laws to 
present a less costly sacrifice than usual. We are left in no doubt of their socio-economic status: 
they are the poor.  
 
Simeon is introduced with two good OT terms for the godly: righteous and devout (eujlabh\ß 
eulabys). It is rare for the Spirit to be mentioned in Luke’s Gospel – he holds the name back for 
Acts, by and large. But here we are told three times in quick succession that Simeon is under 
the influence of the Spirit. There is no doubting his credentials as a trustworthy and even 
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prophetic character. Simeon is apparently very old: his death is mentioned twice here (v.26, 
29).  
 
We are given only one insight into Simeon’s personality: he is ‘looking forward to the 
consolation of Israel.’ This is where the significance of the strongly Jewish atmosphere of the 
scene begins to appear. He appears in the story like a Hebrew prophet of old, preserved 
through the ages for this moment, still patiently awaiting the arrival of the deliverance they had 
foretold. His great age emphasises this representative link. 
 
Simeon provides us with an insight into how the devout old covenant believer thought the 
consolation of Israel would come about: he was waiting for the coming of the Messiah.  
 

It had been revealed to him by the Holy Spirit that he would not see death before he had seen the 
Lord’s Messiah. 

 
In receiving this promise, Simeon stands as a representative Israelite. The nation is in ruins, 
scattered and exiled for six hundred years. It looks as if Israel is well and truly finished. But the 
Spirit has revealed through the prophets that Israel will not see death but instead be visited and 
restored by God’s Messiah. 
 
The welcome Simeon gives to the child also represents the nation. He cradles the child in his 
arms with delight. His words can be read two ways, probably a deliberate ambiguity: 
aÓpolu/eiß to\n douvlo/n sou…ėn ei˙rh/nhØ (apolueis ton doulon sou…en eiryny) can mean 
‘you dismiss your servant in peace’ referring to Simeon’s death; or it could be read ‘you release 
your servant into peace.’ This theme of release from oppression will become very important in 
Luke-Acts. Finally after so many years of waiting, Simeon like Israel can rest at peace, having 
‘seen God’s salvation’ arrive in the person of the Messiah.  
 
At this point things take an unexpected turn, as Simeon introduces the idea of the nations. 
God’s salvation has been prepared ‘in the presence of all peoples’; the light which Zechariah 
welcomed has dawned not only for Israel but ‘for the nations.’ It is not only Israel but the whole 
world which has long been in darkness. Now the Messianic light will illuminate or reveal all 
nations. aÓpoka¿luyin ėqnw ◊n (apokalypsis ethnon) almost certainly means ‘the revealing of 
the nations’, not ‘revelation to the nations’. The word ‘revelation’ plus the genitive case is 
always used in this material sense in the NT, the genitive (‘of the nations’) identifying the thing 
revealed. And as this light goes forth from Israel bringing the nations from their age-old 
darkness, Israel’s honour will be restored as the source of worldwide salvation. 
 
This was probably not what Mary and Joseph were expecting to hear! They were ‘amazed’ at 
Simeon’s words. Given what they had already heard from the angel and the shepherds, what is 
there about Simeon’s prophecy to produce such a surprised response? Not his identification of 
Jesus with ‘salvation’, or ‘glory for Israel.’ They have heard these things already. No, the new 
element here, the truly surprising  element, is Simeon’s reference to the nations. It was not part 
of the ordinary godly Jew’s hope for the future that the nations should be saved. Jesus’ parents 
would have been unlikely to relish the prospects Simeon was opening up. It was not part of the 
typical Jew’s hope at that time in history – but it was part of the hope projected by Israel’s 
prophets of old. That’s the point of hearing it from Simeon, of all people. Luke messes with our 
heads by placing this news about the nations on the lips of a certified true Hebrew prophet, at 
the heart of the most Jewish scene in his entire works. 
 
The tension between Simeon and Jesus’ parents is revealing and (once again) representative. 
For the message which Mary and Joseph are shocked by comes from the lips of a prophet of old 
who has practically stepped forth from the pages of their Scriptures to speak with them live. We 
see that the average devout Jew of that time was out of step with the prophets in his own 
Scriptures. And the direction they had drifted was away from God’s creation-wide purpose of 
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blessing, and towards nationalism and xenophobia. Luke hints that, if Israel was to listen to the 
true voice of the prophets afresh, they would be surprised and perhaps disturbed by what they 
heard.  
 
Perhaps acknowledging their misgivings, Simeon further develops this controversial aspect of 
the Jesus’ future role. He tells Mary: ‘Indeed, this child is destined to cause the fall and rise of 
many in Israel and to be a sign that will be opposed’ (v.34). Again we hear of the overturning of 
the social order, so that the high-placed fall and the despised receive honour. This is the theme 
of reversal celebrated by Mary herself as the manifestation of the Lord’s judgement. This 
upheaval will not, of course, be universally welcomed, and so Jesus will become ‘a sign who 
will be opposed.’ This is our first real hint of the conflict and violence in store in Luke’s 
narrative. The effect of this conflict will be revelatory – it is part of the judgement Jesus will 
bring. For people’s reaction to this child will expose their true nature: ‘that the thoughts of 
many hearts may be revealed.’ Hinted at here is a division in Israel: some will rise, others fall. 
Some will embrace the Messiah and receive blessing; others will reject him and exclude 
themselves from God’s salvation. In the judgement of God which this child is bringing, people 
will in a sense pronounce the verdict on themselves; and this will be a powerful theme later in 
the Gospel and into Acts. 
 
Mary and Joseph will not be immune from the conflict nor the judgement: ‘a sword will pierce 
your own soul also’. While this expression is often taken to refer to Mary’s pain at Jesus’ 
crucifixion, context suggests we hear it as a continuation of the theme of judgement. For one 
thing, Luke never records Mary’s presence at the cross – that is found only in John. Also, in this 
context Simeon’s prophecy is very like the saying in Hebrew 4:12: 
 

The word of God is living and active, sharper than any two-edged sword, piercing until it divides 
soul from spirit, joints from marrow; it is able to judge the thoughts and intentions of the heart.  

 
In Hebrews the sword that pierces and reveals the heart is a metaphor for the testing, exposing 
power of the gospel of Jesus. It gets right to the core of the person, to uncover ‘what they are 
made of’. In this sense the gospel brings the judgement or verdict of God. It seems likely that 
the metaphor is employed in a similar way by Simeon here, with regard to Mary. The purpose 
of God in his Messiah will confront and test Jesus’ family also, as Luke will show in the next 
episode (2:45-48) and again later in his Gospel (cf. Luke 8:19-21). 
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A survey of commentaries reveals that few have anything much to say about Anna. She seems 
like a less interesting female version of Simeon. She gets no dialogue, no song, has received no 
prophecy. Coming after Simeon, she kind of seems to duplicate his role without adding 
anything of interest. 
 
The commentators are not good at asking the question ‘why?’ And with Luke this is so often the 
key question. Why is this woman Anna introduced so briefly into the story, only to fade back 
into obscurity, never to be mentioned again? Why are we given so many details about her 
background, and so few about her reaction to Jesus?  How does she contribute to the story? The 
principle to keep in mind is that Luke very rarely if ever gives details without a reason.  
 
It is worth noting that the name Anna is the same as Hannah, the mother of the prophet 
Samuel. There are many parallels between the story of Jesus’ infancy and that of Samuel (e.g. 
Mary song based on Hannah’s song), and this name once again recalls that story to mind. Jesus 
role can be understood as similar to that of the prophet Samuel.  
 
Most notable here is the lengthy (and ambiguous) explanation about Anna’s age and marriage 
status, including two numbers. When Luke gives a number it is generally of symbolic 
importance: here he gives two together. This should be enough to focus our attention. What do 
these numbers mean, and how do they contribute to the story? 
 
The two numbers, seven and eighty four are related by a factor of twelve, giving us the 
equation 84 = 7 x 12. These are two of Luke’s favourite numbers. Seven is the number of 
completion or fulfilment in Hebrew Scripture (cf. Genesis 2:2; Exodus 21:2; 2 Kings 5:10; 
Daniel 4:16). Twelve is of course the number of Israel (the twelve tribes). These numbers 
suggest some sort of completion or fulfilment for Israel. We should note also that Anna is a 
widow, is described as very old, though this is redundant since we are also given her age. The 
days of her maidenhood or virginity are mentioned, also unnecessarily; and also the years she 
enjoyed with her husband before his death. We learn that Anna has been constant in prayer 
and fasting – the traditional marks of mourning or grieving - ‘night and day’ for many years. 

Numbers in Luke/Acts 
 
You’re not going to like this. But before we talk about Anna, we’d better get it out in the open. Most 
commentators don’t like this either. They know Luke does funny things with numbers, but they’d 
rather not get drawn into discussing it. Numerology is traditionally the precinct of quacks and 
crazies, and also JWs, Bahais and other wacky guys. So the commentators brush over it with the 
barest mention if any, and move on to more respectable aspects of Luke’s writing! 
 
So, the thing is, Luke uses numbers to mean things. Symbolic things. There, I’ve said it. Check out 
the stories in Luke 8:40 – 9:17: they all involve the number 12. Every one of them. Luke is not very 
interested in counting stuff normally. When there are thirteen, or twenty six, or four of something, he 
often doesn’t bother to tell us about it. He’s not really a details man in that sense. But when there are 
three or twelve, he lets us know. In Luke’s narrative language, numbers provide him an opportunity 
to say something. Jewish people liked that stuff (and Luke thinks like a Jew). 
 
Before you get worried, Luke doesn’t get too tricky with this. No complex calculations used to 
predict the arrival of the antichrist, or the downfall of the United Nations. He mostly sticks to a few 
tried and true numbers that we can all recognise: three (death and resurrection), seven 
(fulfilment/completion), and twelve (Israel). Occasionally he hides one of these numbers inside other 
numbers (see the next scene, below), or splits it up into two, but this is rare. 
 
So don’t panic. There are going to be quite a few numbers in Luke’s story, so you’ll get used to it. Try 
it out in this next scene, see how it feels. And keep an eye out for recurring numbers in the narrative 
as you read through Luke-Acts… 
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Simeon is looking for the ‘consolation of Israel’, and it seems Anna has not yet been consoled. 
She is still waiting for ‘the redemption of Jerusalem’.  
 
This description of Anna has many echoes of the book of Lamentations. At the start of that 
book, Jerusalem is described as a widow: 
 

How lonely sits the city 
  that once was full of people! 
How like a widow she has become… Lamentations 1:1 

 
Just as we are given a glimpse of the joyful days of Anna’s youth, now long gone, so 
 

Jerusalem remembers, 
  in the days of her affliction and rejection, 
 all the precious things 
  that were hers in days of old. 

 
The consolation (or comforting: para¿klhsiß paraklysis) of the city, which Anna and Simeon 
were awaiting, is a constant preoccupation in the first half of the book: 
 

Zion stretches out her hands, 
  but there is no one to console her. Lamentations 1:17 
 

The city (and the nation) is also described as a young virgin, as is Anna. This word (parqe÷noß) 
occurs more frequently in Lamentations than anywhere else in Scripture. 
 

To what can I liken you, that I may comfort you, 
  O virgin daughter Zion?   Lamentations 2:13 

 
This young virgin, like Anna, was bereaved in her youth: 
 

he proclaimed a time against me 
  to crush my young men; 
 the Lord has trodden as in a wine press 
  the virgin daughter Judah.  Lamentations 1:15 

 
It is good for one to bear 
  the yoke in youth,  
to sit alone in silence 
  when the Lord has imposed it,  Lamentations 3:27-28 

 
As a result the widow Jerusalem, like Anna, mourns and laments night and day before the Lord. 
This ministry of grieving is a major theme of Lamentations.  
 

The elders of daughter Zion 
  sit on the ground in silence; 
 they have thrown dust on their heads 
  and put on sackcloth; 
 the young girls of Jerusalem 
  have bowed their heads to the ground. Lamentations 2:10 
 
Cry aloud to the Lord! 
  O wall of daughter Zion! 
 Let tears stream down like a torrent 
  day and night! 
 Give yourself no rest, 
  your eyes no respite!     
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Arise, cry out in the night, 
  at the beginning of the watches! 
 Pour out your heart like water 
  before the presence of the Lord!  Lamentations 2:18-19 
 
The joy of our hearts has ceased; 
  our dancing has been turned to mourning. Lamentations 5:15 

 
Yet there is hope for the redemption of the city, the very thing Anna is waiting for. Zion sings 
prophetically: 
  

You have taken up my cause, O Lord, 
  you have redeemed my life.  Lamentations 3:58 

 
These echoes of Lamentations are an example of what scholars call ‘dense occurrence’, where 
a whole cluster of words and ideas from one part of Scripture recur in a later passage. When 
this happens, it is clear that the intertextual links are intentional. Luke tells the story of Anna in 
terms which create an ‘echo chamber’ of Scripture allusions: again and again the readers are 
reminded of Lamentations.  
 
In this way, Luke draws a well-developed parallel between Anna and the city of Jerusalem. As 
we read her story, the implied number twelve directs us to think of Israel. We hear echoes of a 
city and nation long ago bereaved, still living the experience of Lamentations through the long 
years, waiting for redemption and consolation.  
 
The end of the scene, then, is most significant: indeed this is the point of the episode. Anna, 
coming upon the baby Jesus, and breaks into songs of praise to God. The child puts an end to 
her mourning, turning it into songs of joy. She tells the news to everyone who has been waiting 
for Jerusalem’s redemption (i.e. every Jewish person she could find!). The implication is that the 
day of redemption has come. Indeed we have already seen it arrive symbolically, in Anna’s 
rejoicing. What has happened to Anna will also occur for the city: its mourning will turn to joy 
at the arrival of the Messiah. And this is the significance of the number seven: it speaks of the 
completion of Jerusalem’s widowhood and bereavement, an end to exile, hopes of redemption 
fulfilled at last. Fulfilment is of course Luke’s big picture theological idea in his Gospel (see I.v 
above). 
 
In using this number seven, it is very likely that Luke has another passage in mind also, a 
favourite of his:  
 

Comfort, O comfort my people, 
  says your God.  
  Speak tenderly to Jerusalem, 
  and cry to her 
 that her humiliation is completed, 
  and her sin is released from her.   Isaiah 40:1-2 

 
The word comfort here is the same as the ‘consolation’ for which Simeon waited. The comfort 
is the news that the city’s time of mourning is completed.  
 
Luke here introduces the theme of the transformation of Jerusalem. Since this will become a 
preoccupation of the narrative, it is worth getting the hang of it now. We have noted already 
how often Luke refers to the prophet Isaiah. By making Jesus’ story into an ongoing dialogue 
with Isaianic prophecy, Luke invites us to read Jesus’ story as the fulfilment of the Isaiah’s 
program, focussed as it is on Jerusalem. Webb describes this program: ‘Isaiah’s vision begins 
with the historical Jerusalem of his own day, corrupt and under judgement, and finishes with 
the end-time city of God, the new Jerusalem, the joy and delight of the whole earth’ (1996, 26). 
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Though here in the temple scene (Luke 2:21-39) it is only hinted at, this journey from enslaved 
Jerusalem to new Jerusalem is firmly on Luke’s agenda (see I.viii, above). In Luke’s view, Israel 
is still in exile and Jerusalem in the hands of enemies, awaiting redemption and rescue – (cf. 
Luke 1:71-75). It has been rightly said that ‘for Luke the story of Jesus is also a story about 
Jerusalem’ (Walker 1996, 60). 
 

 
What the episodes with Simeon and Anna have in common is the overjoyed welcome afforded 
to the Messiah, in a setting saturated with Torah (Law) imagery (see above on 2:21-39). The law 
of Moses leads its faithful adherents to long for the Messiah, and to enable them to recognise 
him and rejoice when he arrives. Luke by his constant references to the Law in these scenes 
implies that this response is the natural result of immersion in Jewish Scripture, the stance of the 
true Torah-keeper. Luke’s own purpose in writing is to present Jesus and his movement, not as a 
break with the Scriptural story of salvation-history, but rather as its final and greatest chapter. In 
the face of widespread Jewish rejection of the gospel, Luke contends that those who reject Jesus 
in the name of Moses do justice to neither.  
 
2:41-52 When Luke mentions a number it is always significant, especially if it is the 
number twelve! Here this number is the key to understanding the action. Jesus, identified by the 
number of Israel, travels to the temple where he remains. His competence and naturalness in 
that space is noticed by the scribes from whom he seeks to learn. ‘His answers’ here is better 
translated ‘his speech’ – Jesus the child is still seeking, not giving knowledge. It is the level of 
the discourse in which he engages that amazes the scribes. Moreover he seems completely at 
home and indeed delighted to be there: it is ‘his Father’s house’, the place where he ‘had to 
be’. The true Israelite (indentified by the number ‘12’) has arrived home, and loves to find 
refuge in the dwelling place of his God (cf. Psalm 84). 
 
This idyllic glimpse of the renewal of Israel which Jesus will bring is developed further at the 
end of Luke’s Gospel and into Acts, as the disciples gather ‘continually’ here at the temple to 
praise God together (cf. Luke 24:51; Acts 2:46, 5:42). However, the boyhood scene also 
foreshadows Jesus’ own occupation of the temple as an adult (Luke 19:45ff), then as a teacher 
not a student. 
 
Another significant number phrase follows: ‘After three days…’. This will be the last use of the 
number three by Luke the narrator until Jesus’ return to Jerusalem as an adult. There it refers to 
his death and resurrection. From that point on, the number is used frequently, colouring the rest 
of the narrative with the influence of the Cross. And here Luke describes the scene in terms 
suggestive of Jesus’ resurrection: ‘After three days they found him in the temple seated in the 
midst… ’ (v.46). On the third day, Jesus appears in his Father’s house, seated at the centre of an 
amazed and admiring crowd. This word seated (kaqe÷zomai kathezomai or ka÷qhmai 

Numbers again 
 
Some readers may be feeling unsure about the way we have interpreted the numbers in this scene. It 
might be thought that the number seven, which referred to the length of Anna’s marriage, should 
symbolise, if anything, the time of Israel’s prosperity before exile. And perhaps 84 should symbolise 
the length of the exile.  But this is not how Luke’s symbolic language works. He is not creating 
allegories, he is recounting historical events. When he mentions numbers, he leaves them wherever 
they arise naturally in the story. Their specific placement is of little importance to him: the numbers 
are used to create symbolic links that relate to the whole scene. The girl who died at twelve years of 
age is raised by Jesus, symbolising the raising of Israel (Luke 8:41-56). The fact that the number was 
her age is of little importance: it could have been her shoe size, in theory. For Luke it is enough to 
draw attention to the number twelve: the symbolic link then colours the whole story. 
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kathymai), when Luke uses it of Jesus, only ever refers to his resurrection and ascension to his 
Father. Its use here is most significant. 
 
Joseph and Mary fail to understand the significance of their son’s behaviour (v.50), and this 
failure leads to conflict in the family: ‘why have you treated us like this?’ (v.48). Mary describes 
the agony they have suffered because of Jesus’ truancy (v.48 – ojdunw¿menoi [odynomenoi] is 
best translated ‘agony’, cf. Luke 16:24-25). This is of course an example of the conflict and 
painful testing which we have just heard Simeon warn them about in the previous scene. It thus 
functions to confirm Simeon’s prophecy: there is indeed trouble ahead for Jesus and for Israel. 
Even his own family cannot understand his messianic calling: they simply do not believe that 
his true home is Jerusalem. Their anger foreshadows the conflict which will erupt there when 
Jesus makes explicit his claim on the city and temple (Luke 19:45 – 21:38). 
 
Many of the themes these infancy stories of Jesus have introduced will become the main 
themes of Luke’s Gospel: Jesus the heir of the throne of David in Jerusalem; Jesus as saviour; 
good news; Jesus as Messiah (Christ), as the true Israel; Jesus the goal and fulfilment of the 
Mosaic covenant, the consoler of Israel; a new exodus for Israel; God’s favour to the despised; 
the transformation of Jerusalem; salvation for the nations; Jesus as bringer of conflict and 
judgement. In introducing these themes, Luke has raised our expectations: we are waiting to 
see how they will play out in the narrative, and how such an unusual and varied collection of 
motifs will be woven together to produce one coherent story. In particular we are left 
wandering what sort of conflict Jesus will provoke in Israel, and what its outcome will be. Our 
expectations will not be disappointed! 
 
4. Identifying the Messiah       3:1- 4:13 
 
The long string of dating formulae here once again creates a definite break in the narrative. We 
have moved forward about eighteen years, to the time of Jesus’ adult ministry. No hint is given 
of what Jesus did in the intervening years. Luke’s aim is not biography strictly speaking. He has 
introduced Jesus through the infancy narrative, the childhood stories raising expectations for  
what the man will achieve. Luke is telling a story of fulfilment, and by now we the readers 
know what that fulfilment is about: Jesus is to bring to fruition the messianic hopes of captive 
Israel. The fulfilment itself has not really begun yet. 
 
We might expect a simple structure of childhood promise followed by adult fulfilment. Instead, 
Luke inserts this intermediate step. He now offers us a series of scenes in which Jesus’ identity 
and calling is clarified and confirmed in various ways. We see the Messiah being prepared for 
his ministry, and Israel being prepared to receive him. 
 
3:1-21 John’s ministry of preparation     
 
3:1-6 Once again the shadow of Roman power hovers in the background: Tiberius Caesar is 
reigning in Rome. But the foreground here is local rulers: the tetrarchs in the Palestine area, the 
high priests at the Jerusalem temple. This is the third such dating formula so far, and the most 
elaborate: we begin to realise that the political setting is going to be an important aspect of 
Luke’s narrative. We will do well to stay attuned to the political implications of events as they 
unfold, and especially in this scene describing John’s ministry. 
 
The dating formula also combines with: “the word of God came to John son of Zechariah in the 
wilderness”. This phrase ‘the word of God came to’ is also formulaic, and the combination of 
dating formula + ‘the word of the Lord came to’ + prophet’s name is used to describe the initial 
calling and subsequent sendings of the prophets in Jewish Scripture (e.g. Jeremiah 1:2; Hosea 
1:1). This traditional introduction identifies John as a prophet in the style of the ancient 
prophets of Yhwh. He is the last of this line, born as it were out of time. By identifying John in 
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this way Luke ties in his Gospel closely with the salvation history of the Scriptures – a 
technique he used with John’s parents also (cf. on 1:5-25). The calling of a ‘prophet of old’ in 
the days of Tiberius Caesar effectively bridges the intervening four centuries since the time of 
the previous prophets, emphasising that nothing has fundamentally changed for Israel in that 
time.  
 
Luke chooses a rare form of the calling formula (ėge÷neto rJhvma qeouv) which in Scripture is 
associated particularly with the prophet Elijah (1 Kings 17:2,8; 18:1; 20:28 LXX). This connects 
John with Elijah, whose spirit and power he was to inherit for his unique ministry (Luke 1:17). 
This technique is typical of Luke: where Matthew has his characters state the John/Elijah link 
plainly (cf. Matthew 11:14), Luke prefers to imply it through this intertextual reference. 
 
‘In the wilderness’ is a significant location for John’s ministry: ‘the wilderness’ in Scripture is the 
place where the nation of Israel was born. They met Yhwh in the wilderness at Mt Sinai and 
were led by him through it to the promised land (e.g. Jeremiah 2:2). But it in the prophets the 
wilderness is also the place of exile and judgement, to which Israel will be (or has been) 
returned for her sins (cf. Isaiah 27:10). Indeed, Jerusalem itself becomes a wilderness (Isaiah 
64:10). Luke draws the phrase explicitly from Isaiah (cf. Luke 3:4), where it is invariably used in 
this negative sense as the place of exile. In Isaiah 40 the wilderness must be prepared for 
Yhwh’s return. For when he comes he will gather up his flock and renew them in the 
wilderness (Isaiah 32:15; 40: 10-11; 43:19-20; 51:3). In this context, locating John’s ministry in 
the wilderness surrounds it with resonances of hope and restoration for Israel. 
 
John’s ministry apparently centred on the Jordan valley, where he baptised. The assumption is 
that he used the river there. This practise links John’s ministry with the story of Naaman the 
Syrian, so we’d better freshen up on it. 
 

 
Jesus will refer to this episode at his programmatic announcement in the Nazareth synagogue, 
so it is clearly of some importance to Luke. It is no surprise that he makes much of this story. 
With Luke’s eye for symbolism, how could he not be struck by the image of a Gentile being 
baptised and cleansed of his idols, turning to the living and true God, and taking the knowledge 
of God back to the nations. Naaman’s story is like a microcosm of the narrative of Acts. It 
foreshadows the embrace of the gospel by the Gentiles, who become beneficiaries of the 
covenant while Israel herself largely misses out. This is the strange situation which has 
prompted Luke to write in the first place (see v. Theological Agenda in the Introduction, above), 
and so Naaman’s story speaks to the core theological concerns in Luke’s narrative. 
 
 
 

Naaman the Syrian 
 

Naaman the Syrian (Aramean) was a leper instructed by Elisha the prophet to wash in the 
Jordan river (2 Kings 5). The striking elements of the story are many: Naaman is a 
commander in the army of a foreign (and probably hostile) power; he comes to Israel to find 
healing for his leprosy; the (Israelite) prophet Elisha takes a special interest in him; the 
unclean Gentile washes (literally ‘is baptised’, LXX) in the Jordan and comes out clean. 
Naaman’s response to his cleansing is particularly significant. He returns to Elisha and 
declares, “Now I know that there is no God in all the earth except in Israel” (2 Kings 5:15). 
He has been cleansed, not only of his leprosy, but also of his idolatry. Equally striking is the 
epilogue to the story: Naaman carts two mule-loads of soil from Israel back to Aram to 
build an altar to Yhwh. It is as though Israel’s covenant relationship with Yhwh is being 
exported to the nations.  
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It is in this setting, echoing with the story of Naaman and the prophetic hope of Israel, that 
John’s ministry is set.  
 
John’s ministry is presented as primarily one of prophetic proclamation.  He comes announcing 
‘a baptism of repentance for release of sins’. This extremely dense summary of John’s ministry 
employs several key terms for Luke’s Gospel. The term ‘baptism’ will ultimately come to refer 
to Jesus’ death and resurrection (Luke 12:50), and to the inundation with the Holy Spirit which 
the church will experience (in Acts). It is thus a central image for Luke’s story. Repentance is no 
less significant: it summarises the whole of the response demanded of those who hear the 
gospel announcement. As we will see, the term has a distinctive and unique flavour in Luke’s 
writing.  
 
The ‘release of sins’ (a‡fesiß aJmartiw ◊n afesis hamartion) in the Septuagint always refers to 
the ‘Jubilee’ tradition. The translation ‘forgiveness’ here is indefensible, much too narrow to 
capture the term’s meaning. Since this term is at the heart of John’s message, and will become 
the core message of the apostles (Luke 24:47) it is worth taking time to understand it now. 
 

 

The Jubilee and the hope of Israel 
 

The Jubilee tradition began in the Torah, the ‘law of Moses’, as a provision for the poor to 
protect them from losing their inheritance and share in Israel (Leviticus 25). The Jubilee was 
to be announced once every fifty years. At that time, those who had lost their land and/or 
become slaves because of debt, were to be ‘redeemed’ – freed from slavery, and allowed to 
return and repossess their ancestral land. ‘Redemption’ (Hebrew lag ga’al) is the Old 
Testament term particularly identified with this legal tradition. The Jubilee, then, provides 
redemption for those whose condition is so far gone that they have no hope of redeeming 
themselves or their families. Closely related are the Sabbath-year laws, for which the word 
a‡fesiß (afesis) is also used (cf. Deuteronomy 15). Every seventh year Israelites are to grant 
each other a remission (LXX a‡fesiß afesis) of debts, returning debt-slaves to freedom. The 
Jubilee comes at the end of a cycle of seven Sabbath years, and is itself a kind of intensified 
Sabbath year. 
 
The Jubilee and Sabbath-laws enshrine the concept of ‘reversal’ within the rhythms of 
Israel’s life. Whether or not it was ever implemented by Israel, it became a symbol of God’s 
disruptive action, overturning mankind’s tendency to become enslaved. 
 
Later, when Israel herself had become enslaved and exiled, the prophets took up the Jubilee 
as a symbol of hope for God’s intervention on behalf of his ruined people. Isaiah in 
particular makes extensive use of Torah Jubilee language and theology, especially the 
language of redemption. However the term is now applied to the restoration of Israel from 
exile. Just as slaves were brought out to their homes at the Jubilee, so now Yhwh will bring 
his servant Israel out from slavery to foreign powers, and return them home to their true 
master (42:7; 43:8 etc). Isaiah’s achievement then, was to reinterpret the Jubilee tradition, 
pressing it into the service of his vision for the captive nation. The whole book is structured 
around this move from shameful captivity to glorious freedom, from hopeless exile to 
joyous repossession of their inheritance. And the language of Jubilee release (a‡fesiß) or 
redemption provides a key image in that vision. 
 
Jubilee release, then, became an eschatological idea, and a key plank in the prophetic hope 
for Israel.  
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When John’s audience heard him speak of ‘release of sins’ (a‡fesiß aJmartiw ◊n), the words 
signified not primarily forgiveness for the individual, but rather the eschatological Jubilee, the 
time of national restoration from exile. John was announcing the time of Israel’s final 
redemption.  
 
Luke makes sure we interpret the phrase ‘release of sins’ in this way, by inserting here an 
explanatory comment and quotation from Isaiah: 
 

as it is written in the book of the words of the prophet Isaiah, 
 “The voice of one crying out in the wilderness: 
 ‘Prepare the way of the Lord, 
  make his paths straight.  
  Every valley shall be filled, 
  and every mountain and hill shall be made low, 
 and the crooked shall be made straight, 
  and the rough ways made smooth;  
  and all flesh shall see the salvation of God.’” 

 
This passage is taken from the turning point in Isaiah (chapter 40) where the prophet announces 
the return of Yhwh to comfort Israel. It is in these prophetic terms that Luke explains John’s 
message of ‘release of sins’. It was in this same way that John’s father Zechariah had used the 
term in his song (Luke 1:77): John’s message of ‘release from sins’ would mean: 
 

that we (Israel), being rescued from the hands of our enemies, 
  might serve him without fear,  

in holiness and righteousness 
  before him all our days. 
    Luke 1:74-75 
 
John’s calling, then, was to offer a lifeline to the nation, and his teaching must be read in this 
light if it is to make any sense. His fiery warnings in particular need to be heard against this 
background of national restoration. 
 
3:7-9 The unexpected thing about the hour of Israel’s restoration is that it will also be a time 
of wrath. Yhwh’s return will bring judgement as well as salvation: a theme emphasised by 
Isaiah. The valleys will be raised, but the mountains brought low. It is not enough for Isrealites 
to align themselves with God’s purposes through baptism: the preparation needed is that of 
repentance. The repetition of this word highlights its importance (cf. v.3).   
 
John does not explain what repentance is, but rather demands its fruits, which he will soon 
describe. The people’s main obstacle to repentance is also expounded: “Don’t start saying to 
yourselves, ‘We have Abraham as our father’”. The alternative to preparing for Yhwh’s arrival is 
complacence based on ethnic descent and nationalistic pride. Here Luke flags for us the 
readers the central temptation, the besetting sin of Israel: to presume on their elect status for 
favour with God. This attitude would lead them to say, ‘if Yhwh is restoring Israel then good 
times are ahead for us’. John tackles this complacency head-on. There is to be judgement 
within Israel, a division: “Even now the axe lies at the root of the trees; every tree therefore that 
does not bear good fruit is cut down and thrown into the fire.” It is not enough to be descended 
from Abraham: repentance is their only hope for survival when Yhwh comes.  
 
But there is more than this in John’s warning: “God is able from these stones to raise up 
children to Abraham.” Given John’s location at the Jordan river, we again hear echoes of 
Naaman, who rose up from the stones of the Jordan as a true worshipper of Yhwh. In the 
restoration of Israel that is coming, outsiders may be included. God may raise up a whole 
generation of sons from a place where there were none before. These words foreshadow the 
whole story of Luke-Acts: most Jews decide to rely on their national privilege, and so fail to 
prepare themselves for the Messiah. As a result they are judged and excluded from the 
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restoration of Israel. The time of rescue becomes the time of their downfall. The nations, 
however, are unexpectedly gathered in and given a share in the inheritance of Abraham’s 
blessings. John’s warning prepares us the readers by alerting us to the big issues and reversals to 
be faced later in the narrative.  
 
3:10-14 When the crowds ask for guidance, John describes this ‘good fruit’ in detail. His 
description can be summarised simply: good fruit is to care for the poor. ‘The one with two 
coats’ likely refers to one who is holding a poor man’s coat as security for a loan (Exodus 
22:25; Deuteronomy 24:12). John is insisting on observance of the poor laws from the Torah: 
he is to return the cloak before sunset. The instruction to share food comes from the Jubilee 
laws regarding compassion for the poor in Israel (Exodus 23:11; Leviticus 25; Deuteronomy 
15). Since the time of Jubilee-release for Israel is near, it is not surprising that John describes 
repentance in terms of Jubilee adherence. At the heart of the Jubilee tradition is a merciful and 
protective attitude towards the poor. So John warns the tax-collectors not to fleece the 
vulnerable, and the soldiers not to menace them. 
 
It is important not to interpret this challenge too individualistically. John issues a warning to the 
nation. The behaviours he rebukes are patterns built into the fabric of society. Israel has 
become a place where the powerful oppress and despise the weak. Unless this changes, Israel 
will herself be the fruitless tree that falls under the axe. And in fact this is what does occur. 
 
3:15-17 The people’s response to John’s teaching shows that they understood its 
eschatological flavour: his words fill them with expectation. They hear John announcing the 
restoration of Israel, and naturally enough, they start looking around for the Messiah. Is John the 
fulfilment of his own prophecy?  
 
John replies with a strong contrast: while he himself baptises with water, this is only symbolic 
of the real baptism that is coming. Messiah will bring a baptism of Spirit and fire. Fire here 
symbolises judgement, as verses 9 and 17 make clear. The Messiah, then, will be the one to 
carry out the program John has been announcing: renewing and cleansing Israel by pouring out 
the eschatological Spirit.  
 
Once again John employs an image of judgement: the winnowing fork that separates the grain 
from the chaff. But this time it is explicitly the Messiah who is doing the winnowing. His arrival 
will be a time of upheaval for the nation. The use of fire imagery for judgement here also 
colours the way we hear of Jesus’ baptism ‘with the Spirit and with fire’ (3:16). 
 
Messiah’s action is now portrayed as an act of gathering. He will not merely renew, he will 
wholly reconstitute Israel. And not everyone will be included: those who prove unresponsive 
will be like chaff which is burned up – a strong image of judgement. So the act of gathering is 
itself an integral part of the judgement: it is at this point that the grain and the chaff are 
distinguished. This theme of judgement through gathering will become important in the 
narrative to come: Jesus longs to gather Jerusalem like a hen her chicks, but they are not 
willing, and so come under judgement. In Acts, the arrival of the gospel in a town is a time of 
judgement, when some are gathered and others miss out, and so ‘the thoughts of many hearts 
are revealed.’ For Jesus is inundating the world with ‘the Spirit and fire’: the Spirit who gathers 
is also the fire that judges.  
 
This reinforces John’s earlier warning not to rely on descent from Abraham. Ethnicity is no 
guarantee of a place in the regathered people of the Messiah. And this phenomenon of Jews 
who no longer function as God’s people will become a major aspect of the narrative trajectory 
in Acts. ‘Ungathered’ Jews will be the great problem that dogs the ministry of Paul the apostle. 
  
Interestingly, the threshing floor is described as ‘his’: “he will clear his threshing floor”. The 
only threshing floor in Scripture particularly identified as God’s or the Messiah’s is the one on 
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which the temple is built in Jerusalem (2 Chronicles 3:1). It belonged to King David, and he 
offered it to God. And it is this very space that Jesus will clear on his arrival at Jerusalem, 
pronouncing the judgement of God on the commerce conducted there (Luke 19:45-46). The 
chaff will be cleared away: a powerful image of the clearing taking place in Israel. 
 
 
3:18-20 We now get a taste of the obstacles John faces in calling for society-wide 
change. We learn that he has also been operating in the realm of political rulers. Herod of 
Galilee has been the target of some of his fiery rebukes. That Herod even noticed is testimony 
to the great popularity of John’s ministry: a lesser prophetic figure might have flown under 
Herod’s radar. As Paul will point out later, ‘this thing did not happen in a corner!’ (Acts 26:26).  
 
These two sentences are grammatically tied (me«n…de«), and so belong together. The imperfect 
(eujhggeli÷zeto - ‘was announcing good news’) here pictures John in the act of preaching: 
‘John was declaring…’ The HCSB is misleading here with ‘Then, along with many other 
exhortations, he proclaimed good news to the people.’ We have already heard John announce 
the good news of Yhwh’s return. Better to translate ‘And in this way, with many other similar 
words of exhortation, he proclaimed the good news to the people.’ The ou™n here seems to 
have the sense of ‘thus’: this snapshot we have of John’s ministry gives us the sort of thing he 
said on many occasions. But it is just a taste: he said other similar things. 
 
This is our first introduction to Herod in the narrative, but it will not be the last. He will be 
involved in the mistreatment of Jesus in Jerusalem (Luke 23). As late as Acts 12 he will still be 
persecuting the followers of Jesus. Herod will be a key figure in the opposition Jesus faces in his 
mission.  
 
Here he intervenes in the midst of John’s ministry of proclamation: ‘John was preaching the 
gospel…but Herod shut him up in prison’. And this is no anomaly in Herod’s conduct, Luke 
tells us, but rather a typical act. We are introduced to a Herod who is as it were mid-stream in 
his career of crime. 
 
Conclusion: 
John’s ministry, then, is to warn Israel of a great reversal coming, and point to the one way of 
safety: pre-emptive  reversal. Only repentance will stave off fiery judgement. The only 
alternative to the cleansing axe is to become fruitful. The coming end-times Jubilee will bring 
the downfall of many, but those who practise Jubilee kindness in advance will be passed over: 
they have already lowered themselves. If Israel’s powerful and oppressive ones will humble 
themselves and care for the poor then John’s mission will be achieved: ‘every valley will be 
raised and every mountain brought low’ (3:5). Then the path for Yhwh’s return will be smooth: 
it will be a joyous occasion. However, the narrative coda about Herod provides an ominous 
sign of Israel’s likely response to the warning. 
 
3:21-22 The Messiah baptised, anointed and appointed 
 
Our introduction to the adult Jesus occurs in the most dramatic manner imaginable. His arrival 
is not described, but as the people are being baptised by John, there he is. Neither is his 
baptism described, we are told in passing that it occurred: ‘When the people were being 
baptised and Jesus had been baptised and was praying…’. Luke doesn’t want to highlight Jesus’ 
baptism: it seems to occur as a matter of course. When we meet the adult Jesus, the first thing 
we discover is that he stands with sinful mankind, as one of them.  
 
The unusual construction of this sentence throws our attention forwards to the event in the 
main clause: ‘the heavens opened and the Holy Spirit came down’. Jesus’ entrance into the 
story is marked by this spectacular heavenly event. The scene is impressive, but its true 
significance goes far beyond its spectacle value. The opening of heaven is what the prophet 
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Isaiah had pleaded with God for. Faced with the horror of Israel’s exile, Isaiah cries out to God 
to come and rescue his people: ‘If only you would tear the heavens open and come down’ 
(Isaiah 64:1). In answer Yhwh declares that he is coming to recreate the heavens and the earth, 
and in particular Jerusalem. Luke strengthens the allusion to this prophecy by altering Mark’s 
verb scizw (to split open) to the more ordinary aÓnoi÷gw (to open) – the verb used in Isaiah 
64:1 (LXX). Luke is less interested in drama and more interested in salvation history! 
 
This introduction to Jesus could hardly be of greater significance from a salvation-history 
perspective. The opening of heaven is no less than an eschatological event. With Jesus’ arrival 
and baptism, the return of Yhwh for which Isaiah longed has begun. That means the renewal of 
Jerusalem, the renewal of Israel, indeed of the entire heavens and earth. And yet the immediate 
goal of this return is much more specific: Yhwh returns not to the world or to Jerusalem, but to 
Jesus. His Spirit comes down upon this one man. Clearly Jesus is the centre and locus of God’s 
redemptive purposes: whatever was to happen for Israel is happening to him. And so where 
Jesus comes, Yhwh comes also by his Spirit. 
 
Luke emphasises the physical appearance of the Spirit more than the other Gospel writers. He 
wants us to picture this dove-like form descending upon Jesus. Probably Luke senses the 
salvation-historical potential of this symbol taken from Mark’s Gospel. The dove (peristera»n) 
in Scripture is the bird sent out by Noah. It is the first creature to land on the new earth which 
has just emerged from the waters. Its landing represents the end of the time of judgement (the 
flood) and the beginning of new life for the world. Now the dove lands upon Jesus, who has 
just emerged from the waters. The scene resonates with the theological implications of the 
Noah story: judgement ended and new life begun or the world. Thus the image of the dove 
descending draws together the Noah narrative and the Isaianic prophecy, which both speak of 
a renewed world. Jesus is identified as the locus of God’s new world, the new creation. 
 
The gift of the Spirit comes with a message: ‘a voice from heaven’. This voice fulfils a number 
of functions in the story. First it establishes the importance of the moment. At Mt Sinai the 
Hebrews had heard God’s voice from the mountain, calling Israel into being. Now that voice is 
heard again: something new is beginning here, something of immense salvation-historical 
weight. 
 
Second, the voice identifies the source of this gift: it has come from God the Father to his own 
son. It is an expression of fatherly love: ‘My Son, I love you, you are worthy, here receive this 
most precious gift of all.’ This is a great moment in Jesus’ experience of his own calling and 
sonship. He has just identified himself as one of the sinners, being baptised by John. The Father 
chooses this moment to show his approval of his son: clearly the affirmation extends to Jesus’ 
act of baptism. Jesus has embarked on the path of sin-bearing, and his Father puts his stamp of 
approval on this step. Though his standing on earth is lowered through this act, with God it is 
raised: he is honoured above all others, gifted with the Spirit of God. There is a paradox here 
that continues through the Gospel: the lower Jesus goes, the more he rises in his Father’s 
estimation. Of course the climax of this dichotomy will be Jesus’ death and resurrection. 
 
What does the Father mean by calling Jesus his son? In Luke Son of God can be a royal title, 
meaning Israel’s king. Solomon was called God’s son in this way, and now Jesus will be ‘Son of 
the Most High’, because ‘God will give him the throne of his father David’ (Luke 1:32). As such 
Son of God is a messianic title, a human name. The designation ‘Son’ speaks of God’s special 
election: ‘Then from the cloud came a voice that said, “This is my Son, my Chosen; listen to 
him!”’ (Luke 9:35). In this sense the title can be given to Jesus in historical time: he can be 
appointed Son.  
 
However, the title ‘son of God’ is also given to Adam in the genealogy that follows this scene 
(Luke 3:38). It speaks there of mankind’s special relationship with God, his special place in the 
Creator’s purposes for his world. Adam out of all creatures is God’s son.  These two referents 
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are related: Adam as God’s son is to rule the creation. Israel’s king represents the restoration of 
humanity to its rightful throne under God.   
 
But for Luke there is another dimension to the title, to do with Jesus’ divine origin: ‘The Holy 
Spirit will come upon you, and the power of the Most High will overshadow you; therefore the 
child to be born will be holy; he will be called Son of God’ (Luke 1:35). The title Son of God 
speaks of Jesus’ unusual birth, with no human father. Effectively he was fathered by the Spirit of 
God. As such he has a special access and communion with God, and hence a kind of prophetic 
role in making him known: ‘no one knows who the Son is except the Father, or who the Father 
is except the Son and anyone to whom the Son chooses to reveal him’ (Luke 10:22). In this 
sense Jesus was always God’s son from his conception, his sonship is a reality that does not 
change. Perhaps we could say that at the baptism God affirms this special relationship he has 
with Jesus. 
 
These varied dimensions of Jesus’ sonship in Luke/Acts are closely related, and even frequently 
overlapping. It is probably not possible to separate them out as two distinct realities about 
Jesus. And they come together here at the baptism. Having accepted his calling as Messiah 
through baptism, Jesus is pronounced son of God, assured of God’s favour, and gifted with 
Holy Spirit for his role. And as we will see, he immediately set about the restoring of humanity. 
 
It is of great interest to see this divine Father/son relationship in action. From the Father comes 
blessing, owning, affection and explicit affirmation: ‘You are my son, whom I love. I’m very 
pleased with you.’ From the son, there is obedience and the trust which that implies. Jesus has 
only just embarked on the path of his father’s will, yet already he is fully affirmed. There is no 
waiting to see how much approval he earns or deserves – it is full strength already. And indeed 
it is not hard to see how this affirmation and the accompanying gift is needed by Jesus to 
strengthen him for the path. Perhaps we can see here what fatherhood and sonship is at its 
core. If so, then here is a stunning lead from the heavenly Father about how best to parent 
earthly children! 
 

The Trinity in Luke 
 

Does Luke present God as Trinity? The question can be rephrased as ‘is Luke’s Jesus the 
divine, pre-existent Son?’ 
 
Luke has a less explicit Trinitarian theology than Matthew, with his baptism ‘in the name of 
the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit’ (Matthew 28:19). In Luke people are simply 
baptised ‘into the name of Jesus Christ’ (Acts 2:38). There is no explicit  teaching about 
Jesus’ pre-existence, such as John’s ‘In the beginning was the word’ (John 1:1). Luke, like 
Mark, gives his attention to the events of Jesus’ life in the world of human history.  
 
Thus, though Jesus’ origin is divine, for Luke that means he was conceived by the Holy 
Spirit, rather than refering to pre-existence in eternity. Jesus describes himself as ‘sent’ from 
the Father (pe÷myw, Luke 20:13), but uses the same term to describe the prophets (Luke 
13:34). Luke isn’t really interested in many of the issues the classic Nicaean doctrine of the 
Trinity was meant to settle. The questions he is addressing are more about Jesus’ 
achievements, his role in God’s purposes, rather than about his nature. 
 
However it is notable that in Luke’s story the promise of the return of Yhwh is completely 
fulfilled in Jesus. Luke presents a Jesus in whom the presence and power of God dwells 
fully. Where Jesus goes, God goes. What Jesus does, God does. The kingdom of God has 
been fully entrusted to him (Luke 10:22). But this reality is explained not primarily in terms 
of eternal sonship, but in terms of the Holy Spirit. Jesus is filled with the Spirit from birth, 
and freshly filled at his baptism and above all in at his resurrection. 
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3:23-28  Genealogy of the Messiah     
 
Jesus was about thirty years old when he ‘began’ – began what? By mentioning Jesus age of 
thirty years, Luke recalls our minds to two other great figures: Joseph and David. Joseph was 
thirty years old when he was declared ‘filled with the Spirit of God’, and given ‘authority over 
the whole of Egypt’ (Genesis 41:40-46). David ‘was thirty years old when he began to reign’ 
over Israel (2 Samuel 5:4). While the following genealogy traces Jesus’ line back to David, 
Joseph is not mentioned as an ancestor. However, the point is to emphasise the responsibility of 
Jesus’ calling. He has been entrusted with the wellbeing of God’s people Israel. The baptism 
scene has functioned as his annointing and authorisation for the role. Jesus here ‘began’ in the 
sense of taking up and following his calling as Messiah.  
 
Matthew’s genealogy, placed at the beginning of his Gospel, functions as an introduction to the 
story, locating Jesus’ birth in salvation-history. In Luke the genealogy has a different role. While 
it is true that some of the names in the list differ from Matthew’s, the most important differences 
are three: its placement after the baptism scene, its continuation back beyond Abraham (where 
Matthew stops) and the fact that it goes backwards.  
 
By placing Jesus’ genealogy here, Luke makes it function as a comment on what is happening 
in the story. Jesus is being commissioned and equipped for his Messianic role. Of course we are 
wondering what that role will involve. The first thing that strikes us from the genealogy is that 
the Messiah belongs not just to Abraham’s family, but to Adam’s family, i.e. the whole human 
race. What Jesus achieves, he will do not only for Israel but for the nations. At this point in his 
work Luke is not ready to say this explicitly: that will have to wait for Acts. He rather implies it 
through the genealogy.  
 
When he reaches Adam, Luke makes an unexpected comment: ‘son of Adam, son of God’. This 
remarkable conclusion to the genealogy is full of theological suggestiveness. Jesus has just been 
declared son of God at his baptism (3:22). Luke here tells us in what sense to understand that 
declaration: Jesus is like Adam. Adam had a special place in God’s creation, called to a special 
role in God’s purposes as his explicit image and representative on earth. With Adam, God’s 
authority was entrusted to man. Adam turned away from this calling: now in Jesus, mankind is 
reinstated. Jesus has been freshly called and entrusted to be a new son of God (he is only 
‘thought to be’ Joseph’s son!). Adam was the beginning of the human race: Jesus will bring it a 
new beginning. 
 
The backwards direction of the genealogy allows this connection with Adam to come as the 
punchline, the surprise at the end. It also creates the sense of going back to the start. The 

This Spirit is ‘the Spirit of the Lord’, a spirit sent by the Father. Though the Spirit is given and 
poured like an object or substance, it also acts as a personal agent, as subject: guiding, 
resting upon, revealing etc. However the Spirit’s actions are considered to be the acts of 
 
God himself: since the Spirit overshadows Mary’s womb the child will be the son of God. 
Throughout Luke/Acts the Spirit is treated and acts to all intents and purposes as the 
presence and sovereign power of God himself. And this divine presence and power are first 
and foremost given to Jesus. His sonship arises from the Spirit’s role in his birth and life. 
And it is this Spirit which enables him to make real the return of Yhwh to his people.  
 
Jesus’ identity then is not presented as a Nicaean-style eternal absolute, a hypostatis in the 
Godhead. For Luke Jesus’ sonship is a dynamic category, to do with the action of God 
towards Jesus through his Spirit. The term seems not to hold meaning for him apart from this 
action. 
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salvation Jesus brings will get right to the roots of the disease of sin, back as far as it goes, all 
the way to Adam. He is going to rewrite the story of mankind from the beginning. 
 
There are other things to be gleaned from this genealogy, but its main purpose is to explain in 
these ways what is happening at Jesus’ baptism. 
 
In chapter three we have been prepared through these witnesses for the ministry of Jesus as 
Messiah – a ministry which is about to explode dramatically onto the stage in the next chapter. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


